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For last year's words 

belong to last year's 

language,

And next year's words 

await another voice.

And to make an end 

is to make a beginning.

---T.S. Eliot   

T h e  b e st  t h i n g  a b o u t  n e w  

beginnings is that it opens up a myriad of 

possibilities in front of us and the 

remarkable thing about the past is that we 

look back upon it with fond memories. We 

learn from the past for a better future. So, 

here we are bringing you the sixth edition 

of the Eloquium at the cusp of the 

academic year. 

From the Editor's Desk

Amanora, Hadapsar, Pune.  
April 2018   Vol. 6   102 pages   *Priceless

The academic year 2018-2019, lies 

before us redolent with opportunities and 

posit ive changes.  Creat iv ity  and 

imagination should lend wings to our 

dreams, yet let us be rooted to the realities 

of the ground. Just as a tree grows tall, its 

leaves and branches reaching to the 

heavens, it roots holding it down to the 

earth. The Eloquium provides a backdrop 

for the students to display their creativity 

and their academic achievements let the 

students forge ahead in the journey of life. 

Academics, the roots and imagination, the 

leaves all put together here. 
Here's, presenting you the Eloquium 

6 !! Go ahead and enjoy reading it.
Sumita Ghose

Editor
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Editorial team

TEACHERS
(Right to left)
Mrs Sangita Malhotra 
Mrs Naomi Solanki
Mrs Punam Kavde
Mrs Sumita Ghose (Editor)
Mrs Shruti Gaur
Mrs Afreen Shaikh

Student Editors 
(Seated - Right to left)
Krutharth Deshmukh
Nikita Nair
Madhura Krishnan
Siddhi Patil
Sanika Sonawane
Atharva  Kashiva

From the Student Editor's Desk

After a long and tedious academic year, we are 

now eager to start an intimidating, yet intriguing new one. 

Seeing how spectacular or not this year was, all of us 

contemplate about how different life would have been if 

destiny had a say, but where's the fun in life if we were well 

aware of what would happen in our future? Every 

individual, even those without the luxury of free thought, 

tend to ask themselves the same question-"What will i 

become?" We waste half a lifetime in a desperate attempt 

to find the answer to this question, while blatantly ignoring 

the subtle voice inside our heads which effortlessly answers 

this very question. Not directly, mind you, this quaint voice 

just tells us what we WANT to become in life. There is an 

engineer out there who wanted to become a florist, a doctor 

who has a way with colours, and an accountant whose mind 

races with innumerable ideas for a mystery novel. There is 

still a glimmer of hope left in this whorl of madness known 

as humanity, and this life is just long enough to fulfil our own 

dreams, so don't waste it chasing someone else's. 
Madhura Krishnan 

Student Editor

Amanora, Hadapsar, Pune.  
April 2018   Vol. 6   102 pages   *Priceless
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Launch Vehicle) launchers like PSLV-C39. 
These launchers made India less dependent 
on foreign rockets. After visiting these places, 
the eagerness to visit other places had 
increased. On 4th November we visited the 
Adlej Step well which was built by Rani 
Rudabai to serve the village 
people and the animals. 
The atmosphere inside 
the well was cooler than 
outside. The intricate 
carving on the walls is a 
fine example of Indian 
architecture. The serenity and 
the cool atmosphere around the well had us 
all mesmerized. Our next visit was the place 
where the White Revolution started, Amul 
factory. One could describe this place as the 
'heart of the milk' as maximum number of 
Indians consume different Amul products.

It said the more you know about the 
past, the better prepared you are for the 
future. We visited Lothal, the port site of 
Harappan civilization. There is a museum of 
the lower and upper town of Harappan 
civilization. It left us speechless that 5000 
years before people were so organized .Its 
roads; house planning and drainage system 
was amazing. A trip never ends without 
buying presents for the family. So we went for 

shopping at the Law Garden where we 
bought beautiful Gujarati work dresses and 
other artifacts. 

It was an enriching experience, we 
lived in the past at Lothal and Adlej well, saw 
how India sky rocketed in the space creating 
niche for herself internationally at ISRO. 
Future is our and we students of PPS will 
definitely keep the flag of India flying high. 

Sakshi Joshi
9 C

It is said that you experience more by 
seeing than by learning. The students of class 
nine were taken on 2nd November to 
Ahmedabad for an Educational Trip. The first 
day, 3rd morning was full of excitement; we 

v i s i t e d  S a b a r m a t i  A s h r a m ,  
established by Mahatma 

Gandhi on the bank of the 
r i v e r  S a b a r m a t i .  

Everyone was excited 
to visit  the ISRO 
( I n d i a n  S p a c e  
R e s e a r c h  
Organization).It was 

full of rockets, space 
launchers, satellites and 

India's space achievements 
l i ke  t h e  M a n ga l ya n ,  t h e  

Chandrayan, GSLV (Geosynchronous Satellite 
Launch Vehicle) and PSLV (Polar Satellite 

Educational Trip to Ahmedabad 

Cartoons are 
loved by all. Children 
share a special bond 
with them from the 
beginning. On the 
contrast, geography 
is a monotonous 
subject.

T h u s ,  t o  
make the study of 
G e o g r a p h y  
intriguing our 
t e a c h e r s  
conducted an 
activity called 
Geo Toon.

Geo -Toon Activity
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 Geo Toon is a competition in which 
students perform an act on a 

given topic from 
their Geography 
b o o k s  w i t h  
c a r t o o n  

characters. This 
a c t i v i t y  w a s  

conducted on 24 November, 
2017 in our Multi-Purpose 
Hall. The competition was a 
great success with the 
c o o r d i n a t i o n  o f  t h e  
students and the adroit 
support of our teachers. 
The cartoons ranged from 
Doraemon, Nobita, Motu, 
Patlu, Shinchan, Avengers, 
Dora, Nany, Kanivari and 
many more.

The competition 
was held for classes 6, 7 
and 8. Class 6 enacted on 
Formation of landforms 
a n d  r i v e r s .  T h e i r  
performance was really 
p r o f i c i e n t  a n d  
adulatory.

C l a s s  7  
performed on Global 
warming. They very

 creatively explained about the ill-effects of 
global warming and its prevention. They used 

slogans which inspired the 
students to reduce the use of 
a i r  c o n d i t i o n e r s  a n d  
deodorants which contribute to 
ozone depletion.
Class 8 performed on the topic 
of Migration. They put up a 
splendid show. 
The judges were Mrs Ritu Saxena, 
Mrs Naomi Solanki and Mrs 
Rajitha Reddy. The teachers had a 
difficult time declaring the 
winners but they did their job 
wonderfully. 
Std VI B stood first and VID stood 
second. Std VII A stood first and VII 
D stood second .Std VIII B stood first 
and VIII A stood second.
The competition ended with a lot of 
appreciation. Though everybody did 
not win, all of us learnt something 
and it also helped us improve our 
elocution skills. This activity helped 
us a lot and the children and teachers 
worked together efficiently for it. It 
was indeed an enriching experience 
for all of us.

Soumya Shirke
8 B

A poster making competition was 
organized on 24th November, 2017 by the 
Geography department as a part of the 
Geography activity for class IX. The students 
divided themselves into different groups. 
There were five groups from each class. The 
t o p i c  g i v e n  t o  t h e m  w a s  ' w a s t e  
management'. The competition was 
conducted in the MPH. Students were 
already prepared by deciding what drawings 
and slogans should be included in their chart. 
All of them had come up with creative ideas. 
The cooperation between team members, 
the way they distributed their work and their 
teamwork was worth being appreciated. 
Within an hour, the way they made such 
attractive posters, trying to convey a message 
and create awareness was commendable. 
Their time-management skills were really 

tested. It was always going to be 
difficult for the judges, Mrs. 

Anupama Chatterjee, 
Mrs. Shraddha Gavade 
and Mrs. Jayashree, 
as there was not 
much which could 
separate the posters. 

Geography Poster Making 
Competition
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However, in a competition, the best need to 
be awarded and undoubtedly, the judges had 

declared the best posters 
of the lot as winners. 
Group of IX D was first, 
group    of IX D again 
stood second and group 
of IX B was declared the 
third best group. The 
competition was a 
great success and it 
was all due to the 
e n t h u s i a s t i c  
participation of the 
students.
Krutarth Deshmukh

9 C

The students these days are 
very adept at Information 

Technology and adroit at 
all things technological. 
In order to encourage 
the students to polish 

their skills and to 
c r e a t e  f u t u r e  

entrepreneurs in this field, the 
Pawar Public School had organised 
the 'Tech Chasers' Inter school IT 
competition, on 22nd  January, 
2018. The Pawar Public School 
has always believed in keeping 
abreast with the latest trends in 
information technology.

Invitations were sent 
o u t  a n d  f o u r  s c h o o l s  
p a r t i c i p a t e d  i n  t h e  
competition with great 
enthusiasm. The schools 
which participated in the 
competition were PPS 
Hinjewadi, PPS Nanded 
City, Orbis School and our 
own school. The topic for 
the competition was 
“THEME PARK”. 

Tech Chasers Competition 2017-18
Based on Information Technology

It had different categories for different 
classes. Std. VI had to use Scratch application, 
Std. VII and VIII had to make a presentation 
using MS PowerPoint and Std. VIII and IX had 
t o  d e s i g n  a  
webpage using 
H T M L  
programming. 
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Mr. Rupesh Mane, Software Engineer 
from RIT eSchool was the judge for the 

competition. Speaking on the 
occasion he said that he was 
impressed with the performance of 

the student and suggested that the 
use of some more applications would 

enhance their skills.
The Orbis School bagged the first prize 

for Scratch programming and PowerPoint 
presentation. Our students have done us 
proud by winning the first prize in designing a 
webpage using HTML programming. Not only 
did our school win the second and third prize 
in Scratch but also won the third prize in 
PowerPoint presentation and HTML 
programming.

The programme concluded with the 
distribution of prizes by the Principal, the 
Head Mistress and the Coordinators.

The names of the prize winning 
students are Rachit Jain from Orbis School 
(First Prize), Soham Suvarna from PPS 
Hadapsar (Second Prize) and Naman Sharma 
from PPS Hadapsar (Third Prize) for Scratch 
Programming. Pratyusha Samal from Orbis 
School (First Prize), Arushi Singh from PPS 
Hinjewadi (Second Prize) and Tejas Lokhande 
from PPS Hadapsar (Third Prize) for Power 
Point Presentation. Manushree Sonawane

from PPS Hadapsar (First Prize), Yusuf Khan 
from PPS Hinjewadi (Second Prize) and 
Krutharth Deshmukh from PPS Hadapsar 
(Third Prize).  

They were given OTG pendrives, 
Bluetooth Speakers and Headphones as 
prizes.

The event was conducted flawlessly 
due to the efforts put in by the teachers of the 
Computer  Department  with  act ive  
encouragement and support by the Principal 
and the Head Mistress. Of course, the 
support provided by the Accounts and 
Administration Departments was invaluable.

Sarika Kulkarni
HOD Computer Department

The 69th Republic Day was 

celebrated in all its 

s o l e m n i t y  a n d  

grandeur at Pawar 

Public School on 26th 

January, 2018.

A l l  t h e  s t u d e n t s  

assembled on the school ground at 8:00 

am. The Principal, Mrs. Padmavati Joshi 

a n d  t h e  C h i ef  G u e st  C o l o n e l  

Chittaranjan Pramanik were escorted 

b y  t h e  s t u d e n t s '  c o u n c i l  

Report on Republic Day

through a formal march to the flag post 
where the sound of the bugle brought the 
feel of the day. The Chief Guest and the 
Principal unfurled the national flag. This was 
followed by the 'National Anthem' sung by 

the choir and played by the 
s c h o o l  
band. All 
o f  u s  
saluted the 
I n d i a n  
N a t i o n a l  
T r i c o l o u r.  
The students 
of std. VI C 
p r e s e n t e d  
Jhanda Geet 
a n d  t h e  
patriotic song 
' B h a v a t a  
Bharatam'.
The programme 
was anchored by 
A r ya  N i ga d e  a  
student of class IX-
B. The Principal 
a d d r e s s e d  t h e  
gathering in which 
she emphasised that 
students should be 
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brave and face all the challenges with 
courage. She asked all the students to be 
responsible so that they can perform their 
role as good citizens.

Later, Yashvi Agarwal ( English) from 
VIII-A and Garv Agarwal ( Hindi) from VII-A 
expressed their views on the significance of 
the day. 

March Past Competition was also held 
by the four Houses i.e. Himalaya, Sahyadri 
Nilgiri and Vindhya, in which Sahyadri House 
won the First Prize and the Trophy was given 
by the Chief Guest.

The Chief Guest appreciated the band 
group, the choir group and the March Past 
students for their performances. He threw 
light on importance of education and the role 
of teachers in moulding the young minds, 
preparing them to lead the country towards 
development.

The programme concluded with the 
Vote of Thanks by Dhruv Gupta of IX-C. At the 
end refreshments were given to the students 
and teachers. The students dispersed after 
refreshments with the glory of the fluttering 
tricolor in their minds.

Snehal More
Teacher

Most students find that Biology is a 
boring subject. So, to make it interesting and 
fun, our class VIII D along with our biology 
teacher decided to do a biology activity. 

This was a fun 
way of  learning 
difficult concepts of 
b i o l o g y .  T h e  
a c t i v i t y  w a s  
p e r fo r m e d  o n  
31st January. We 
were divided into 
eight groups and 
each group was 
given different 
t o p i c  t o  
perform. The 
topics were to 
m a k e  a  
m o d e l  
stethoscop, 
w i n d m i l l ,  
p a r t s  o f  
brain and 
reflex arc, 
a chart on 

Biology Activity endocrine glands, a poster on anti-drug 
addiction, checking pulse rate and 
performing a role play on gender 
discrimination. The models encouraged us to 
imagine several things whereas the charts 
explained us many concepts. The role play on 

gender discrimination and the poster on 
drug-addiction justified the importance 
of gender equality and harmful effects of 
drugs respectively. It also taught us how 
to check the pulse rate. We all had to make 
the charts and models in the class within 
three periods as well as explain it to the 
teachers who visited our class. While doing 
the activity, our class had lot of fun. 

This helped us to demonstrate 
whatever we have learned. It also developed 
our skills and inculcated a spirit of teamwork 
in us. It helped us to discover new things and 
understand various concepts of biology. 

T. V. Sathya Pavani 
8 D

On 9 February our school sent few 
students of class VII and VIII to represent our 
school at 'Route to Root', Poster Making 
Competition at Indradhanush Sabhagriha. 
The topic was told to us before the 
competition. We had to either draw or in craft 
form, or a dance or musical form, or any 

Route to Root
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ritual, or indigenous practice, or our family 
tree, or a cuisine, or a traditional dress, or we 
had to represent a folk story. Our posters had 
to be supported with a slogan and a hundred 
words write-up. The competition began at 
10.00 am and ended at 12.30pm. There were 
many schools  part ic ipating in this  
competition, organized by INTACH. It was a 
wall organized programme. Expressing the 
rich cultural heritage of India through art and 
craft was truly enriching and exciting 
experience for all of us. After the competition 
was over the organizers also gave us snacks. It 
was a fruitful trip where we got a chance to 

showcase our creative skill.
Anvita Kadre 

8 C

Our joy knew no bounds as we reached 
our school on the final day for the 
competition and when the time came to 
leave for the venue. As soon as our teacher 
came she told us that we were about to leave 
in a Xylo, we were very excited along with the 
other two boys of class VIII  who were 
accompanying us. Then we left for the school 
where we were to perform. We were going to 
the Goenka International School, Kalyani 
nagar for the competition. 

The ride in Xylo was relaxing and 
everyone felt at ease were waiting for the 
destination. During our journey we yakked 
about how the introduction and all other 
important aspects of the competition, and 
then finally we arrived. The entrance of the 
school was small and passage was narrow. 
We walked through it and in front of us was a 
big 6 floor tall building which was the Goenka 
School. Our teachers had  already registered 
ourselves previously  so we didn't have to 
spend much time on that procedure and 
could enter directly. Our identity cards were 
worn by us for the competition. 

The teachers there were very 
responsive. They gave us the necessary 
instructions. They announced that the 8th 
graders and  the 5th graders would have to be 

Extempore Competition alienated. Our teacher said she would be with 
us as the higher graders could manage 
themselves. Before the dispersal we  took 
some photographs and gathered at the  
assembly point A and waited patiently for the 
programme to begin. The grand big board of 
the school said 'ABHIVYAKTI' the extempore 
competition and just then the teacher 
anchoring the programme explained all the 
rules and regulations for the competition. 
She said a chit would be handpicked and then 
the name of the school that would be 
announced would begin first. The chits were 
kept on a table termed the bell ringing table 
where the bell would be pressed for each 
participant. After the name of the school was 
announced the first candidate would come 
and sit on the thinking table and pick up a chit 
which would include his/her topic that they 
would have to speak on. She/ He would get 
1min to think about the topic specified. After 
the time period of one minute was 
accomplished, the bell would be surged to 
inform the participant that their time had 
ended.  

After that the candidate had to come 
and speak for a period of two minutes on the 
topic given. One more buzzer would be 
constrained when only when 30 sec would 
remain to inform the candidate that they 
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were left with thirty seconds to finish their 
speech. When our schools name was chosen, 
then Sara started first who was then followed 
by Yashassvi.

 After all the participants were through 
with their stirring speeches we went up to the 
school canteen to have some delicious and 
mouthwatering breakfast. The results were 
to be announced after the breakfast. The 
judges had given their results and our hearts 
were beating faster. They began to announce 
the results in the order of third, second and 
first. They announced that the third prize was 
bagged by Sara our hearts were saddened for 
just a while, a few minutes later they 
announced that the Second Position was 
secured by Sara Mahajan of Pawar Public 
School it gave us tremendous joy to hear the 
name of our school being announced aloud it 
gave us a sense of pride.

Sara Mahajan
V D

Yasshvi Shetty 
V B

Prayer is a thought, a belief, a feeling, 

arising within the mind of the one praying.

The morning sets the day and the 

assembly paves the way for our students to 

Primary Assembly (Term II)

rejuvenate their spirits, 
remain rooted to the 

moral values and 
u n l e a s h  t h e i r  
vitality through 
prayers and the 
acts performed 

by our talented 
students. A prayer 

fo l lowed by  the  
ple dge, thought for the day 
and news headlines and announcements 
clarify school activities and programs, 
focusing on important days. Morning 
assemblies promote a sense of community in 
the school so that students and staff develop 
a sense of belonging to the school. It also 
encourages cultural understanding, 
tolerance and the enjoyment of diversity 
among the children by making them aware 
of their own personal beliefs and attitudes, 
as well as the wider significance of local 
and global issues.

Our assembly in this term started 
with our zealous class 2 students 
exhibiting their gymnastic skills on the 
stage conveying messages l ike 
'motivation' and 'teamwork' to their 
friends. Further the assemblies 
continued with our class 1 students 

bringing in the colours of the jungle imparting 
thoughts of 'Believing in oneself', 'Forgiving' 
and 'Helping others'. Our children spread the 
spirit of Christmas with 'Grinch and the Blue 
Elephant' sharing their adventure with the 
group. A graceful mime was presented by 
class 5 students projecting the life of the 
Father of our Nation and imbibing his 
teachings in all.  Mahashivratri was 

celebrated by invoking Lord Shiva's 
blessings through 

the recital of 
e a r n e s t  
shlokas and a 
bharatnatyam 
dance by the 
beautiful girls 
of class 4. 
Assembly in this 
q u a r t e r  w a s  
c o n c l u d e d  b y  
acclaiming our 
Student Council 
and Band students 
with praises and 
certificates for their 
dedication and hard 
work. The voracious 
readers of our school 
were acknowledged 
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with trophies encouraging the others to 
develop reading habits and finally meet their 
best friend 'Books'. Classes III B, V C and VIII B 
rejoiced as they won the Best Class Award. It 
was an honour working as the assembly in 
charge for the primary section, getting to 
know my colleagues better and noticing the 
efforts put in by each one of them to bring out 
the best in their students. It was a marvelous 
year in all. 

Mrs. Jyoti Rao
Assembly In charge (Primary section)

A platform to express our thoughts and 
feelings and display the talents is provided 
through regular assemblies, here at Pawar 
Public School, Hadapsar. The idea of learning 

and growing together is given to our 
students. Our children exchange 

ideas and views about 
different aspects of their 
daily lives as well as the 
world around them.
The school day begins with 
a prayer, a thought for the 

d a y,  h e a d l i n e  n e w s ,  
interesting facts, recitation of

Assembly Report for the 
year 2017-18 (Secondary Section)
Term II

 poems and dance performances followed by 
a rendition of the national anthem which are 
an integral part of the morning assembly. 

The early morning gathering helps 
nurture a positive school ethos which in turn 
affirms the school's identity and aspirations. 
It also nurtures development of intrapersonal 
intelligence and contributes to a pupil's self-
development, creating a sense of purpose in 
him.

The second term began with the theme 
'Importance of Respect' by Class VIII D who 
contributed to the theme by presenting a skit 
on respecting the people around us. 
Followed by was Children's Day Assembly 
conducted by the teachers with great gusto 
for all our children. A well presented skit on 
'Cyber Safety' performed by class VII B 
displayed the measures 
to undertake while 
dealing with the virtual 
world. 

A t t i t u d e ,  
Importance of Sports, 
K i n d n e s s ,  J o y  o f  
Thanksgiving and other 
festive themes such as 
C h r i s t m a s ,  M a k a r  
S a n k r a n t i ,  a n d  
Mahashivratri accentuated 

on the positive approach towards life, 
benevolence of feeding the homeless, being 
empathetic rather sympathetic were some of 
the values imbibed.

In the present scenario of social unrest 
these assemblies have created the respect 
for society and mankind as a whole by 
indoctrinating values that will help the 
students to be social, liable and modest 
citizens of future.

Stephenie Chandna
Assembly Incharge

(Secondary Section)
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“The moment of victory is much too 
short to live for that and nothing else” said 
Martina Navratilova, tennis player. Apart 
from commemorating victories, sports meets 
also aim at imparting lessons on sportsman 
spirit and camaraderie to the children. Pawar 
Public School, Hadapsar organised the  sports 
meet Spoorti 2017-18  for Standards I-IX was 
held in December at the School and SRPF 
Grounds upholding this aspect of sporting 
events.

Dr. Rajendra Shinde, Mrs Shinde, Mr. 
Vishwajeet Khule, Excise Inspector, PSI 
Nishikant Paradkar and Mrs. Arnika Gujjar 
Patil were the Chief Guests of the ceremony. 
The Chief Guests along with the Principal 
hoisted the flag signalling the starting of the 
sports meet. After the inspection of the 
Guard of Honour, the Oath taking ceremony 
followed. The Oath was administered by 
Aditya Kalbhor, the School Sports Captain and 
the students solemnly pledged to uphold the 
spirit of true sportsmanship. The principal 
declared the meet open and then followed 
the arrival of the torch. House Prefects were 
the various torch bearers. Different drills like 
Peace of Mind, Human Pyramid, Tikitaka 
Football Display, Fitness Hustle, Zumba 
Dance Display were held. The children of 

Report on Sports Day classes I-IV used props like rings, ribbons, 
pom- pons, coloured umbrellas and 
dumbbells and put forward well-coordinated 
exercise sequences. They made perfect 
formations based on Mathematical signs and 
the symbol of PPS .The acumen, valour and 
perfection was displayed by students of class 
VII and VIII through these drills. The displays 
were followed by the races of 100 m, 400m, 
Relay Race for boys and girls. 

After the students' events, the parents 
and staff members also participated 
enthusiastically in the events scheduled for 
them. The trophy of the leading house was 
bagged by Himalaya House. The grand finale 
took place with the 'SPOORTI' formation.

The day ended with a cheerful note 
heralding the year 2018, also filled with 
promises for all the young sports enthusiasts.

Beena Nambiar, Rumela Sarkar
Teachers 

Social Studies Map Activity 
(Std IV) for Term II

To enhance the understanding of the 
students regarding agriculture and crops, a 
map activity was conducted in grade IV. The 
class was divided into small groups of 5 
students. Each group was provided with atlas 
and sheets. The teacher named any state of 
her choice and the student had to locate the 
state on the map of India and also mention 
the food crop or cash crop grown in that 
particular state. 

The activity incorporated active 
learning strategies of 'Think-Pair-Share' and 
led to better understanding of the concept. It 
also led to better retention of the concept. 
The activity was made interesting further by 
involving  a 'Gallery Walk' were the posters 
and maps of the students were displayed in 
the classroom and each group took a round of 
the classroom. One member of the group 
explained their work as the class went around  
to look at all of the posters. Each student was 
given the opportunity to stand by their poster 
so that each of them had the chance to 
present the work of their group and also visit 
the other groups' posters. This set up a more 
interact ive way of  presenting and 
understanding agriculture and major 
products of each state. 

Archana Raskar, Rumela Sarkar
Teachers 

THE ANNUAL SPORTS 

spoorti
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An English activity was conducted in 
class V D. The activity was titled as “Chocolate 
Stories”. The activity was conducted with the 
aim to improve the writing skills of the 
students. To break the monotony of regular 
classroom activity, this activity came with a 
twist. The students were encouraged to 
collect chocolate wrappers and were given a 
time of 1 month. With the wrappers, they 
proceeded to write their own stories. The 
wrappers substituted for proper nouns. 

The activity was marked with a 
heightened enthusiasm, team work and 
creativity among the children. The students 
worked deftly in creating interesting, short 
and sweet stories. 

The activity met the learning 
objectives set out at the beginning. The 
students enhanced their understanding of 
different genres of stories and also 
understood the elements of stories like plot, 
setting and characters. 

Rumela Sarkar 
Teacher

Chocolate Stories English Activity
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At our school, the competition was 
held on 6th November,  2017. The 
representatives from the Master Minds were 
ready with the question papers in the AV 
room. The little masters from Nursery, Jr. KG 
and  Sr. KG were very keen to appear for the 
exams. The confidence levels of the children 
were soaring high and they wrote the 
answers without any hesitation. The 
preparation by the students  was evident  in 
their performance.

Master Mind
Mastermind had organised 

different competitions in 
English, Math & EVS. On 
r e g i s t r a t i o n  e v e r y  
p a r t i c i p a n t  g o t  a  
separate preparatory 
booklet for Math, EVS & 

English covering all the 
rounds in the competition. 

Every participant got a 
memento and a graduation certificate.. This 
was a platform for young children to display 
their talents to the world. The main aim of the 
competition was to enhance:
•Pre-school English.
•A step that is specifically aimed at enhancing  
English vocabulary.
•Pre-school Mathematics.
•A step that  is specifically aimed at 
enhancing the analytical thinking and 
problem solving skills.
•Pre-school   E V S.
•A step that is aimed at nurturing the 
curiosity and creativity of the child.

The  Master Mind conducted the 
competition at various levels like school, 
state and national. The talented tiny tots who 
qualified from the school level went to the 
state level and then to the national level.

Nutrition Day Activity
Think positive, eat better, 

exercise often, feel good is 
the true cycle of staying 
healthy,  living life in the 
right manner.
At Pawar Public School 

Hadapsar Pune tiny tots 
of class Nursery celebrated 

N u t r i t i o n  D a y  o n  8 t h  
November, 2017 by 
making sprouts chat 
in the class.

Students were 
explained about  the 
n e e d  a n d  
i m p o r t a n c e  o f  
eating healthy and 
Nutritious food. All 
the students were 
a s ke d  to  get  
s p r o u t s  a n d  
steamed pulses 
(chana, rajma, 
matki, corn, 
potato and 
pomegrana
t e )  f r o m  
home.
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All the ingredients were mixed by the 
tiny tots, chat masala and salt was added to it. 
The mixture was filled, by the students, into 
the puris and they enjoyed eating it 
thoroughly.

We must eat healthy and stay healthy. 
Happy Nutrition Day.   

Shadows (Jr. KG)
Change is a law of nature. 

Old world order is  
changing constantly to 
be replaced by new 
one. Education is not 
an exception to it. In 

today's scenario when 
children are evolving at 

s u c h a fast pace, teachers also 
have to keep pace with them and replace the 
old techniques with the new ones. Moving in 
this direction 'Shadows' was one such activity 
to create the awareness of the surroundings 
among children. 

This activity was held on 23 November, 
2017 in the toy room. The children of all the 
sections of Jr KG gathered together in Toy 
Room, which was darkened suitably. A big 
torch was used to create the various shadows 
u s i n g  f l a s h  ca rd s .  L ate r  te a c h e rs  
demonstrated innovative ideas to create 

different types of shadows of animals and 
birds using their hands and fingers. Children 
were asked to identify  them. All the children 
guessed it well and answered correctly. Later 
on children participated enthusiastically in 
creating the shadows Their joy knew no 
bounds when they could create the shadows 
themselves using the techniques taught to 
them.

This activity was quite successful as 
children learnt many 
things with 
this. They 
l e a r n t  
reasoning, 
creativity,  
comparison 
a n d  
imagination,
by play way 
method in a 
very  short  
time.

Grandparent's Day celebrations 
for Jr. KG 

G ra n d p a r e n t s  a r e  a  
f a m i l y ' s  g r e a t e s t  

treasure, the founders 
of a loving legacy, the 
greatest storytellers, 
and the keepers of 

traditions.
 Grandparents are the 

family's strong foundation. 
Through their special love and care, 
grandparents keep a family close at heart. To 
honour them Jr.KG children of Pawar Public 
School celebrated Grandparents Day on 6th 
December, 2017, in Multipurpose Hall. 

The function started by welcoming the 
grandparents followed by the Principal's 
address. The Principal expressed her views 
on the importance of living with the 
grandparents in today's times where parents 
are not able to give quality time to their 
children due to their busy schedules. She 
mentioned that grandparents have a vast 
experience of life and one can depend on 
their advice in difficult times as their 
experience is so valuable and their love is 
unconditional for their grandchildren.  

After that games were organized to 
entertain the grandparents, which included 
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Musical Chairs and Passing the Parcel. The 
grandparents participated in all the games 
with great zeal as if they had got their 
childhood back. The winners were greeted 
with a big round of applause by little children 
and they were presented with gifts by the 
school. This was followed by the most 
awaited event, where the  grandparents gave 
a hand written letter to their grandchildren 
which was beautifully wrapped in a gift pack. 

In this letter they wrote 
a b o u t  t h e i r  l o v e ,  
e m o t i o n s  a n d  
expectations from their 
grandchildren. This was 
a  v e r y  e m o t i o n a l  
m o m e n t  f o r  t h e  
grandparents and it 
brought a twinkle to 
the eyes the little 
ones. After this they 
w e r e  g i v e n  a n  
o p p o r t u n i t y  t o  
s h a r e  t h e i r  
experiences with 
each other. 
Finally, vote of 
t h a n k s  w a s  
delivered. 

A grandparent-grandchild combination made 
this event very successful. After this, tea and 
snacks were arranged for them. The general 
mood was one of exultation and everyone 
seemed truly happy. This event was a great 
success and left everyone with nostalgic 
memories.

Sr. KG Picnic

A picnic is a short trip for pleasure to a 

beautiful place. Picnics add spice to our life. 

They refresh out tired nerves. Picnics give 

students a temporary relief from their 

studies. After enjoying a picnic, they feel 

fresh and take up their studies with renewed 

vigor.

On 20th December, 2017, the children 

of Sr. KG went for a class picnic to Downtown 

at the Seasons Mall. We all gathered in school 

at 8:00 am and then moved to the picnic spot. 

As soon as we reached 
children were served a 
cup cakes and sandwich 
and later taken to the 
Snow Zone. Children and 
teachers wore gum boots, 
thick jackets, cloves and caps. 
This place was the most amazing one as it was 
cold and children enjoyed throwing snow at 
each other.

After enjoying there for some time 
children were taken to the McDonalds 
Kitchen. Children were surprised to see the 
way Burger, French fries was made and they 
enjoyed a nice softy ice cream.

The next event was 
the DJ Dance. All the
students danced on the 
floor with great energy 
on  the  thumping  
dance numbers. Even 
the teachers shook 
a leg along with the 
students. Lunch 
was served at 12 
n o o n  a n d  
c h i l d r e n  
relished it.
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All the students expressed a desire to 
revisit the place with their friends. Some also 
mentioned that though they had been to this 
place with their family, they enjoyed coming 
there with their friends the most. It was a 
great day for all the students and teachers, as 
it strengthened the bonds between the 
students and their teachers.

Christmas

The Pawar Public School Hadapsar, 
celebrated  the Christmas party on 22nd 
December,  2017 in the  Sr. KG classrooms. 
The children were excited for the party as 
well as the holidays. Teachers and students 
had decorated the whole class with confettis, 
gifts on Christmas tree, stockings and much 
more.

As soon as they entered the class they 
were excited about the party as it was not a 
usual day for them. We began the party with 

carols. The 
teachers 
told the 
children why 
we celebrate 
Christmas, 
as Christmas 
marks the birth of Jesus Christ who was born 
on 25th December in Jerusalem. The 
teachers had planned a surprise for the 
children by inviting the Santa in the 
classroom with small gifts, children were 
overjoyed. The children started singing and 
dancing with Santa. 

Children had a fun filled day with 
activities related to Christmas.

Jr. KG Picnic
Picnics are a good source of  

enjoyment, learning experience and 
interesting outings. Keeping this in mind the 
Pawar Public School arranged a picnic for the 
students of Jr. KG to 'Down Town' at Season's 
Mall. The picnic began with the kids clapping 
and singing songs in the bus. We reached the 
destination within few minutes as it was 
nearby. At first the little ones were given 
some refreshments as it was their breakfast 
time. Then they were given 
warm clothes to wear as 
they were entering 
into the snow region. 
Though it was cold, 
children enjoyed 
the Sledge ride, 
sitting inside the 
igloos and various 
slides. When they were 
out, magic show was 
waiting for them. All the children enjoye
d the tricks shown by the magician and they 
voluntarily participated in many of the acts. 
After the magic show they were taken to view 
the kitchen department of their favorite 
restaurant McDonald's. They were given 
headgear so as to maintain hygiene inside the 
kitchen. The children were taken aback to 
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see how their burgers and French fries were 
being made. This was a different learning 
experience for all of them. By now everyone 
was hungry and children were made to sit in 
the cafeteria where sumptuous food was 
served to them. Then it was the time to 
return to school. Everyone was made to 
board the bus along with their teachers.

The day was well spent 
enjoying, singing and 
interacting with each 
other. It was a day to 
strengthen the bond 
between the children 
and teachers. The 
l i t t l e  o n e s  
thoroughly enjoyed 
the day and their 
e x c i t e m e n t  
continued even 
a f t e r  t h e y  
returned from 
the picnic.

Karadiscope — A Panorama 
of Stories

"The human species thinks in 
metaphors and learns through stories." 

0ur country has a treasure trove 
replete with stories and storytelling tradition. 
Our childhood is made sublime when we are 
transported into the exotic world where we 
are one with the animals and birds. 

The Pre Primary 
Annual Day at the Pawar 
P u b l i c  S c h o o l ,  
Hadapsar, was held 
on 17th  February, 
2018.The theme of 
the Pre Primary 
Annual Day at the 
Pawar Public School, 
Hadapsar, was based 
on this very premise. The 
Pre Primary students delved deep into the 
huge repertoire of stories combining them 
with music and dance, created a spectacular 
'Karadiscope'.

The day began with the hall packed to 
the capacity and an air of palpable 
anticipation amongst the audience waiting 
for their tiny tots' performance on stage. Mrs. 
Roshini Thapa welcomed the guests and the 
event commenced with the auspicious 

lighting of the lamp by the Principal, the 
Headmistresses, the P.T.A. secretary Mrs 
Shweta Gargate and Mrs Sangita Malhotra, 
Pre Primary Coordinator. 

Students of Senior KG A and C, looking 
resplendent in their purple and yellow 
costumes, performed the Welcome Dance 
invoking Lord Ganesha and Lord Shiva. They 
danced to “Namah Ganpataya” and Shiva 
Stuti with perfect coordination. Speaking on 
the occasion the Principal Mrs. Padmavati 
Joshi, expressed her pride and happiness at 
the achievements of the students of Pawar 
Public School in every sphere. She also urged 
the parents to show the children their love, 
notice the child carefully, enjoy spending 
time with them and express their pride at 
whatever the children do. The Pre Primary 
Coordinator, Mrs Sangita Malhotra 
e x p l a i n e d  
the theme 
of the show 
t o  t h e  
audience.
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The Karadiscope began  with Karadi, 
the bear,  introducing the story of the Three 
Little Pigs. The performance by the students 
of Nursery was mesmerizing as they danced 
to the songs 'I've got the feeling', 'Everybody 
jump' and 'You've got the moves'. The 
beautifully made props enhanced the entire 
performance.

Senior KG A and C enacted the story of 
a farmer looking for silence. The scene 
opened to scintillating dance performance to 
the song 'Ammchi Maati, Ammchi 
manasa'. The students 
dressed as various 
animals enamoured 
the audience with their 
acting and dancing 
skills. As the almost life 
like bullock cart moved 
o n  t h e  s t a g e ,  t h e  
audience broke into a 
rapturous applause. The 
little ones also performed a 
Rajasthani Folk dance, 
looking fantastic in the  
colourful lehengas and 
kurtas. The performance of 
SR KG A ended with the classic 
'Old MacDonald' making way 
for Senior KG B and D.

They presented a dance on Id, 'Id is on a 
crescent moon night' as a crescent moon 
hung down upon the stage from the rafters. 
They also presented Diwali, Christmas and 
Goa Carnival to the foot tapping rhythm of 
the music.

We Indians revel in our differences, 
pupils of Junior KG C and F, exhibited this 
through a kaleidoscope of costumes of 
different states based on the famous song 
“I'm just like you”.

It was then the time for the Grand 
Finale,  where al l  the partic ipants,  
triumphantly walked across the stage with 
proudly smiling faces, waving at everyone 
along with their teachers.

The programme concluded with the 
Vote of Thanks, delivered by Arnav Gade (Sr 
Kg A), Rohee Kadam (Sr Kg A) and Akshayani 
Samdani (Sr Kg C) .  The programme was a 
panorama of exhilarating performances and 
seamless coordination by the students and 
teachers.  The wonderful props made by the 
Art department and the students added to 
grandeur of the event. The hard work put in 
by the coordinator, teachers and the students 
was reflected in the grand success of the 
Karadiscope.

Sumita Ghose

Senior KG B and D took over the stage 
dancing to 'Welcome to my jungle'. Karadi, 
the bear is asked to narrate another story by 
Senior KG B and D, which is the story of Clever 
Takloo. The little ones performed a ramp walk 
with much confidence and élan. This act had 
myriad of components with the children 
performing aerial acts on ropes, doing 
cartwheels to dancing on roller skates with 
kettles in hand to the song 'Chai, Chai, Coffee, 
Coffee!' It was a spellbinding performance by 

little ones, encouraged by the 
thunderous clapping by the audience.
Junior KG A and D made the audience 
aware of the need to save our rivers 
and imparted a strong message 
about environmental protection. 
The students enthralled the 
audience with dances based on 
songs about rivers, like 'Ganga, 
Yamuna poorna thirtha' and ' O 
nadi, o nadiya ,Jal hi jeevan hai'.
Festivals are such an integral part 
of  our  l i fe  and different  
communities come together to 
celebrate,  this  what the 
students of Junior KG B and E 
showcased. Children dressed 
as railway compartments 
introduced each festival. 
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stories and few of them even shared the 
stories told by their grandparents. As the 
teachers created the perfect night 
atmosphere, few of them really went off to 
sleep. After a while when the children woke 
up they were amazed to find themselves in 
class.

The aim of the activity was to make the 
young one understand the importance of 
wearing different clothes on different 
occasions. 

All the children 
including the 
t e a c h e r s  
enjoyed the 
activity a lot.

Grocery Shopping
Shopping is a girl's favorite 

hobby. We love it because 
we take the opportunity 
to spoil ourselves and we 
also use it as a getaway 
from reality. When we're 

upset or just feeling 
down, shopping gives us a 

way of looking past that feeling 
and making ourselves happy by buying what 
we want. Nothing tops that feeling of getting 
what you want at the store!

We, at Pawar Public School, also had a 
Grocery shopping activity that was 
conducted keeping in mind the basic idea of 
going shopping can be fun and also a learning 
about what exactly is to buy grocery. What  
different items are included in the grocery 
shop. So to give a real picture to our students 
the teacher arranged the classroom as a

Pyjama Party

We all love to be cozy in our bed and so 
did our students from Nursery. We gave our 
tiny tots an opportunity to experience the 
same feeling by conducting an activity.

The pyjama party was held for the 
Nursery in Pawar Public School on 23rd 
February 2018. We instructed the children to 
come in their night wear and slippers to enjoy 
the slumber party. 

On that day a proper bed was made by 
joining the tables and a neat bed sheet was 
spread on it. The curtains in the classroom 
were drawn to give the effect of the night in 
the classroom. All the children were very 
eager to sleep on the bed with their soft toys. 
The teacher also pasted stars and moon on 
the walls for the perfect effect. 

The teachers read bed time stories to 
the kids and they were keen to listen to the 
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The students were smartly dressed in black 
robe and the convocation hats. The Principal 
of the school guided the students with her 
inspiring words and they received a small 
token of love from the Coordinator. It was a 
proud and emotional moment for the 
teachers to send them off to the primary 
section. The function ended successfully with 
a group photograph of the four divisions.

grocery shop where various items like fruits, 
toys, snacks, dairy products all were 
displayed  in different  counters. In the fruit 
counter the common fruits like bananas, 
apples, oranges, strawberries were 
displayed. The toy corner had all the various 
attractive toys available in the market, the 
dairy products such as butter, cheese, milk,  
Ghee curd all were put and explained why 
they are called dairy products. All this 
information has certainly helped the 
students to understand the concept better 
and remember it throughout their life. The 
children handled the fake currency and even 
pretended to buy the products that they 
needed. Overall it was a successful activity 
and was thoroughly enjoyed by the students.

Valedictory Function 

Phase changes are always associated 
with some noticeable changes both internal 
and external. The phase change from a pre- 
primary student to a primary student was 
celebrated by the Pre-primary section as the 
valedictory function every year. 

This year also the ceremony was held 
with great enthusiasm on 9th March 2018.
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We distribute Tilgul to relatives and friends 
and say, “Tilgul Ghya, goad bola” i.e. Eat Tilgul 
and Speak sweetly.

Swayam Sanklecha 
1 C 

I am a first standard little boy,
I love to play with a toy.
I have a little car 
Which goes very far.
I am a first standard little boy,
Who is always filled with joy.
I have a chocolate jar 
From which I eat chocolate bars

Sarth Mahajan
1 C

All About Me

Makar Sankranti is a famous festival of 

Hindus. It falls on 14th January every year. It is 

celebrated in several parts of India. The same 

festival is celebrated with different names 

like Pongal, Lohri and Kite flying day. This 

festival is a very well-known harvest festival. 

Makar Sankranti represents the end of winter 

season. We pray to Lord Surya on this day. 

Makar Sankranti

There were two friends Radhika and 
Sneha. They shared almost everything as 
they were good neighbours also. 

One weekend Sneha's grandfather fell 
ill, so her parents went to see him at his 
village her parents went to see him at his at 
his village. Her parents gave instruction to 
take care and to help their kids. 

The next  day as a routine they went to 
school as the bell rang for long break Radhika 
took her tiffin and looked for Sneha, she 
found Sneha crying because she could not 
bring her tiffin.

Radhika showed her that she bought 
two tiffins and to Sneha's surprise the tiffin 
had her favourite vegetable sandwich that 
her mother requested  Radhika's mother  to 
make in advance so that the day remains 
wonderful and pleasant.

Akshara Bhosale
2 A 

Mother Cares Forever

Tina and Raj got out of car and went 
inside the shop. They looked around "Toys! 
Yippee!" they both screamed Tina and Raj 
were twins. It was their birthday. Their 
parents had brought them to the toy station 
to buy a toy for each of them. 

Tina went to the doll section. She loved 
dolls. Raj stood at the bat and ball section. 
They could decide which toy to buy. Both the 
children ran back to their father. Father said “I 
have an idea how about buying some toys for 
the children at the orphanage”.

Tina and Raj agreed, oh yes! We have 
already so many toys at home. The two 
children picked up the baskets and went 
around selecting toys. The children were 
happy and ready to go to the orphanage. The 
children spoke excitedly as they go ahead 
towards the orphanage.  
Arya Begade 
2 A

The Toy Station
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I saw a garden with many trees,
Then I heard some buzzing bees.
The garden was filled with fallen leaves,
I rolled my sleeves to pick up these.
Guess which country is having this bench,
People sitting there and talking in French.

Khadija Patrawala
2 B 

A Garden 

I have a car,
I kept it in the jar.

I have a ball,
It is very small.

I have a bike,
It has a spike.

I have a bat,
It is very fat.

I like to play,
With them all the day.

Samyak Patil
2 B

My Toys

I was very excited when it was 
announced that the Annual Sports Day will be 
held on 8th December, 2017.

The selections were conducted for the 
students for all the individual and group 

Sports Day at Pawar Public School

events. I practiced running so that I could get 
through the  se lect ion  round.  But  
unfortunately on the day of the selection I 
was not well I was not able to make it. I was 
really sad! But to my surprise, next day I got 
selected for the 'Umbrella Dance', a display 
which was to be presented to the parents. I 
was extremely happy as now I could at least 
participate in some manner in the annual 
event. Our teachers always tell us that we 
should do our best in whatever we do. It is not 
necessary that we win everywhere, but 
participation is the most important thing. On 
the sports day I thoroughly enjoyed 
performing in front of my teachers, parents 
and friends. I really look forward to next 
Annual Sports Day and hopefully I will make it 
up to the finals!

Shreya Agarwal
2 B 

When it is morning, I go to school.
When it is afternoon, I eat my lunch.
When it is evening, I go to play.
When it is night, I go to sleep, Good night!

Pranaya Tilekar
2 B 

I Love My Day

Besides sports and collecting stones, 
reading is also my favourite hobby. It doesn't 
require anything except a book. I like reading 
story books like Famous Five, Thea Stilton and 
many more. Whenever I have free time, I read 
a book. 

When I was a little girl, my grandfather 
gifted me a set of books about Poldy, the 
scarecrow. Since then I developed the hobby 
of reading. Apart from story books, I also like 
reading informative books. My uncle gave me 
a set of informative books as my birthday gift 
from USA. On every Open Day, I buy books 
from the bookstalls that are put up in the 
school. By reading different types of books, I 
am learning a lot of new words. This even 
helps me understand the language.

Books are like my best friends. They go 
everywhere I go. I like 

reading books a lot.
Anushree Dutta

2 C

Reading - My Favourite Hobby
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The first family wedding was my 
chacha's wedding. There were many 
ceremonies on different days. There was an 
engagement, mehndi, haldi, and finally the 
wedding ceremony. Each ceremony has its 
own importance. After that I attended many 
weddings, and the best part of wedding are 
that we get to meet and bond with our 
extended family.

Sukruti Vig
2 C

The First Family Wedding I Attended

One day in a village there lived one boy 
named Ramu. He was a very good boy. He was 
helping his friends and was playing with his 
friends.

One day Ramu went to a jungle and 
saw lion and said  “I will play with you”. The 
lion said  “I will kill you “ Ramu said, “Why?” 
The lion said “Because you look good to eat” 
as the lion jumped on him 
Ramu ran into the jungle 
and lived happily ever 
after.

Article

In the Christmas vacation, I will go to 
Delhi to see Red Fort, Kutub Minar and India 
gate. I heard in Delhi, very tasty snacks are 
available. I will enjoy that. I will also go for 
shopping to the Delhi market with my family.

I will also go to Agra to see Taj Mahal. It 
is one of the seven wonders of the world.

Christmas Vacation

Yes, I call it 'My Garden' and I will tell 
you why. My society has a beautiful garden 
which has many plants with colourful 
flowers. The green grass is soft and shiny. It 
protects us from getting hurt while playing. 
My friends and I talk to the plants and treat 
them too as our friends. Trees give us shade in 
the garden to play during the day time. There 
is also a play area with many swings, see saw 
and slides in the garden, where most of the 
time we play different games. I have made a 
lot my friends in the garden and hope to make 
many more. So I love to spend time in the 
garden with my friends very much.

Abhishree Borade
2 D

My Garden

My school's name is Pawar Public 
School. I study in class 2D- Amber. The name 
of our Principal is Mrs. Padmavati Joshi. My 
class teacher is Mrs. Beena Nambiar and 
other teachers and staff members are very 
caring and loving. My school building is very 
huge. There are many classrooms in my 
school. It also has a big playground, computer 
laboratory, music room, dance room and an 
art room. There is a library with many books 
to read. When we are sick we go to the 
medical room. Sometimes, during the break I 
go to the canteen and have delicious food. 

All the teachers teach us well. We learn 
good habits and manners in the school. Our 
teacher shows us movies and stories on the 
digital board. We play different games on the 
playground like Kabaddi, Hopscotch, various 
yogasanas and exercises. We celebrate 
various functions like Annual Day, Sports Day, 
different festivals in our schools with great 
excitement. Our Music teacher teaches us 
different songs which we sing during our 
Assembly. I enjoy my day at the school a lot. I 
love my school very much.

Praniti Gondhale
2 D

My School 
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I have a small and cute little sister. Her 
name is Ovee. After reaching home from 
school I play with her. One day when I was at 
school, Ovee crawled into my room and 
chewed one of my favourite Barbie doll's 
arm. When I went home I saw that my doll's 
arm was in Ovee's hand. I shouted at her and 
snatched the Barbie doll from her. On hearing 
my sister cry, my mother came from the 
kitchen and saw Ovee crying very loudly, as I 
had scolded her. I was also very sad. Then, I 
got upset and rushed back to my room. After 
sometime my mother came to me and 

explained to me that Ovee is 
teething and she will 

c h e w  o n  t h i n g s  
during this time as 
it reduces the pain 
in her gums. It is 
natural to do so. 
And I was surprised 

to know that I too 
used to put things in 

my mouth when I was small 
like her. So I understood that Ovee did not do 
it purposely. I understood the reason and 
hugged my sister tight and gave her a kiss. 

Jaee  Palange
2 D

My Dear Little Sister 
My parents arranged to celebrate  my 

8th birthday party at Mac Donald's. All my 
friends were invited for the birthday party. I 
was super excited! Slowly time passed, it was 
evening, celebrations began, all my friends 
gathered. We began to play games like 
musical chairs and passing the parcel. After 
playing games we had the cake cutting, 
followed by snacks. My friends enjoyed the 
yummy burgers and French fries along with 
ice creams. After the snacks I distributed the 
return gifts to my friends. My friends and I 
enjoyed the birthday party a lot!

Ridhima Kadam
2 D

My Birthday Celebration

There was a stick,
His name is Mick.

He is so strong,
He never goes wrong.

Though, when his friends, 
Come to his house, 
They run away on seeing a mouse!

I. Adithi Sree
3 A

The Stick

In the Jurassic period there was a lion's 
cub.  In History he was known as Sheru. After 
the party is over only 10 friends were left. 
Sheru asked History family to walk on two 
legs like people and race with him. Sheru 
came first in the race, Then when Sheru 
become an adult he haunted a mammoth. 
After two days he hunted T-Rex and a 
mammoth. One day he was very hungry and 
hunted more animals. He became a very 
good hunter for rest of life. He lived a long life 
till the age of 100 years before he died.

Aarav Bidwalkar
3A

Wow! What a Lion

When I grow up I will become a 
cricketer. It is one of the famous sports in the 
world. We play cricket on an open ground. 
We require 11 players for the game.

Cricket is a game which keeps us fit and 
healthy. It keeps our body in motion while 
playing this game. So, we remain active. To 
become a cricketer, first I need to study well 
at school. I should join cricket coaching 
classes to learn various skills. I should learn 
the techniques of batting, fielding, bowling 
and wicket keeping skills from which I can 
understand how I can play better.

My Future Dream Job
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When I will grow up and become  a 
good cricketer, I will feel  happy and proud  
about myself. M. S. Dhoni is my favourite 
cricketer. I want to be like him. So, that I can 
play for my country and win many trophies 
and make my country proud. I will be the 
happiest person if I fulfill my dream.

Pranav Gunjawate
3 C

Our Sports Day - Spoorti was held on 

Saturday 9th December, 2017 for std III and 

IV. The chief guest for our sports day was Mr. 

Vishwajeet Khule , he is the “Inspector of the 

Crime branch.” The Guest of Honour was Dr. 

Mrs Anjali Gurjar .

Early in the morning around 9 am our 

Principal declared sports meet open. Seven 

days before we were tested with our demo 

practice. In the beginning the lighted torch 

was handed over by each house captain to 

the other while running.

After that the obstacle race was 

conducted for boys and girls. I took part in the 

race. There were five participants in the race. 

I stood Third in the obstacle race. I got a  

medal and a certificate for this achievement. 

There were various displays like Lezim, 

Taekwondo Poomse by girls, Human Pyramid, 

Our Sports Day - Spoorti

Taekwondo breaking by boys, Parachute 
demo by girls were specially performed  by 
the students in front of the chief guest and 
parents. 

Our respected Principal handed over 
the prizes to the winners. Then it was time for 
the chief guest to enlighten us with his 
thoughtful words. He delivered a speech 
about sports and its benefits. From that day I 
got to know about the importance of sports. 
Finally the day ended by singing our National 
Anthem.

Swara Harpale
3 C

The Janjeera Fort is around 200 km 
from Pune City. The fort was built at the end 
of the 17th century, well, it was so popular 
that three other schools had also joined in  
for the picnic! It was a very hot place, In fact I 
was searching for some ice-cream! We 
parked in front of a Masjid, It was like a 
temple, it is was temple for Muslims, Well, I 
noticed that most of the shops were closed! 
We couldn't find ice-cream so, we drank cane 
juice instead. It was really really cold! After a 
few minutes we found the line that led us to 
the boats, Oh, I didn't tell you why? Look, The 
Janjeera Fort was the only fort that Shivaji 
Maharaj couldn't seize because it was

The Janjeera Fort Trip

in the middle of the sea! The king of that area 
was Muslim so, they had this giant Masjid 
around the place, plus it was Friday so, many 
people were in the Masjid to pray. 

Anyway, we finally got to the boat 
there were many people around us. We 
travelled in the sea, so some of the students 
were tasting the water. When we finally 
reached they gave us a tour of the place. First 
we began with the entrance. There was also 
tomb of the king of the fort! We walked 
around the fort , the walls were covered with 
sea shells ! We took a tour guide and he made 
us walk on another floor of the fort. There 
were cannons lying there which were tightly 
sealed. They were very heavy in weight. The 
cannons were facing towards the sea just in 
case some enemy attacked. What a smart 
king was he! 

We walked down to a fresh water 
pond, it was amazing to see the 

fresh water pond inside 
a fort which also had 

many fishes. The 
guide told us that 
the water was 
clean but when I 
saw the pond, it 

was a little dirty. 
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We walked towards another gigantic pond 
but it was blocked by bamboos. There were 
some rocks that we took pictures of. We 
walked through the place where we had 
come from. The guide told us to go in a boat 
that was standing outside. We finally reached 
our car, and the memories of the Janjeera 
Fort would never fade.

Shauryawardhan Raju
3 D

“The Hunt for the Golden Book” is a 
book of the Geronimo Stilton series. The 
author of the book is Elizabeth Dami. 

It is a story about a mouse named 
Geronimo Stilton who works in the Rodents' 
Gazette, the most famous newspaper on 
Mouse Island. He is a famous author. His 
grandfather William Shortpaws is a very short 
tempered person. He shouts at Geronimo if 
his work is not perfect as he wants. His sister 
Thea is a very active person and is the special 
correspondent at the Rodents' Gazette. His 
brother Trap is an awful joker and owner of 
the store “Cheap Junk for Less”. His nephew 
Benjamin is a sweet little 9 year old mouse.

Once Geronimo's grandfather told him 
to write a book with a golden cover as it has 
been 10 years since Geronimo had written his 

The Hunt for The Golden Book

first book. Geronimo writes a soft copy of the 
book in his laptop, but then the laptop is 
t a k e n  a w a y  a c c i d e n t a l l y  b y  t h e  
“repairmouse” from Megastore. He gets a 
phone call from the Megastore that they have 
taken his laptop for repairing.  Geronimo 
knew that Megastore will carry all such things 
by the aeroplane. So, he and his relatives 
went to the airport to catch the plane. The 
worker at the airport told them that it was too 
late. So, they quickly got into the baggage 
area. They saw many laptops there but they 
could identify Geronimo's laptop. Then, 
Geronimo went to the Publishing House for 
printing and publishing his book. But a funny 
thing happened as he accidently got packed 
with the book inside the box. Luckily, the box 
was delivered to his grandfather. His 
grandfather got angry seeing Geronimo in 
the box, as Geronimo had done a weird thing 
again. But Thea, Benjamin and Trap saved the 
day by helping Geronimo to prepare for the 
anniversary party.
I found this story very interesting as it had 
many unexpected moments. The most 
u n ex p e c t e d  m o m e n t s  w e r e  w h e n  
Geronimo's laptop was taken away and when 
he got trapped inside the box.

Ritwick Lokhande
4 B

Once upon a time there lived an old 
grandma in the forest. She had many apples 
with her. Every day she ate one apple. One 
day she had finished eating all the apples. 
Now she went in the deep forest where she 
saw a big apple tree. She wanted all the 
apples but there was a wood cutter who was 
not allowing her to pluck the apples. She was 
very angry. 

After the wood cutter went away from 
the forest, she could pluck all the apples but 
the apple tree was very tall. She saw a 
monkey climbing up the apple tree. She 
called him and asked “Can you pluck the 
apples for me?” The monkey said Ki-Ki-Ki-Ki. 
Grandma didn't understand anything. She 
said 'Please help me'. The monkey ran away. 
After the monkey left she saw a tiger. She 

climbed up the apple tree and was 
very happy. After that she 

plucked the apples and 
came down the tree 
and walked  home. 
Moral Of Story – 
Never Give Up.

Shreya Patil 
4 B

The Grandma in The Forest
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When you hold my hand my fear goes away .
Oh my dear principal, you have no clue how 
much we miss you,
When you give us value education lessons, 
we learn morals and ethics,
But when you stopped coming to our class 
You really have no clue how much we miss 
you.
You appreciate our project and chart work, 
We feel so good.
But you have no clue how much we miss you.
When we misbehave and teacher scolds us, 
Still you love us,
But you have no clue how much we miss you.
Trust us madam, that we will not choose a 
wrong way, 
We will study hard and we will always 
Remember value education lessons,
You taught us and we will succeed one day.
Now all I have to say some magic words that,
We all love you ma'am.

Rudra Pratap Patil
4 C

My Principal

Kathakali is a dance from the 

southernmost state of India. Its center has 

been the region of Kerala and Malabar. The 

genesis of the word is generally traced to 

Kathakali - A Dance Form

a combination of 'Katha' and 'Kali' which 
means Dance – Drama. Similar to other 
Indian classical dance arts the story in 
'Kathakali' is also communicated to audience 
through excellent footwork and impressive 
gestures of face and hands complimented 
with music and vocal performance. However 
it can be distinguished from the others 
though the intricate and vivid makeup, 
unique facemasks and costumes worn by 
dancers as also from their style and 
movements tha reflect the age old martial 
artists.

I loved the way the Kathakali dancers 
perform so nicely with such heavy costumes 
and have longed to meet a Kathakali dancer. 
Just then I got to know that my Aunt herself is 
a Kathakali dancer. I have been longing to see 
my Aunt perform Kathakali since I got to 
know that she is a Kathakali artist. I have seen 
different kind of dances forms, group 
performances/individual dances etc, but 
Kathakali dance was something different, as 
it is not a commonly seen form in school 
functions or society functions. And finally, 
yesterday I got the opportunity to watch my 
Aunt perform as Kush, Sita's son in Royal 
Connaught Boat Club, Pune. 

My Aunt as Kush performed very 
nicely. The dialogues were communicated 

through the song. It was a very nice 
performance by everyone. I was surprised to 
see the artists preparing themselves with 
their costumes and makeup for hours 
together. I was amazed looking at the co-
ordination of all the artists together to make 
the whole event a success.

This was my first experience of a 
Kathakali programme, and was not able to 

understand the whole story 
fully, but I enjoyed the 

dance very much.
Akshat 

Namboodri
5 A

It was a bright Wednesday morning, I 
woke up at 7 o'clock and got ready to go to 
school. After reaching school, we sat in the 
buses, we got a packet of chips, muffin, 
packet of Chocos and one Frootie pack from 
the team who guided us. We also gave some 
food like that packet of Chocos, Frootie, 
muffin and packet of chips to the beggar 
children.

My Thrilling Picnic (Class 3)
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We then, went to PANTU DANTU. It is in 
Kalyani Nagar, inside Mariplex Complex. It is 
full of air like a trampoline and some stunting 
games. We all had one game at a time (class 
wise), Oh yes! Besides PANTU DANTU there 
was rock climbing. Each lane had different 
names like-  Mount Everest, Mount K2 etc. I 
also had taken part in that, I climbed the 
Mount Everest but, I could complete only half 
of it. Besides rock climbing, it was McDonalds 
and teachers had given us one-one Happy 
Meal. There was one burger, pack of French 
fries and McPuff which tasted like a pizza. 
Then, we again sat in our buses and went 
back to school. 

After reaching to the school organising 
team gave us Munch (chocolate) and then we 
went to rest in our own classrooms. After 
some time, our buses were ready to take us 
back home and we all boarded bus calmly. It 
was a very thrilling picnic and we all had lot of 
fun…..

Shubham Rathor
5 A

This is my school,
Oh, It's so cool,
Would you not mind,
To follow some rules.

My School

Have you ever worried,
So much to study,
And also make, 
Some good buddies,
This is my school,
Oh, so much to do,
Dance, music and art,
And some people so smart.
And at the end,
Got less grades,
What to do now?
Because I played.

Yasshavi Shetty
5 B

India's Freedom

One day the East India Company,
Came to India as traders.
But they turned out to be traitors,
They made us poor.
But we were clever
And we made them vanish
From our country forever.

Akash Mangalvedhekar
5 C

Freedom

When we raise a silent hand,
We make our class grand.

Always try your best, 
Never leave the rest.

Speak kind words,
So we can fly high like birds.

Listen, think and learn,
So that we can have an intelligent earn.

Gayatri, Harshini, Vedant and Prinsika
5 C

(Poem from group class activity)

Our Class Norms 

 We need to fight,
All day and night.
Against the British,
Who did as per their wishes?
If you want freedom,
For your own kingdom.
You need to fight,
All night and night

Sahaj Vala
5 C
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Save! Save! Electricity,
 To brighten our city.

Save generator, otherwise! 
Energy will be our hater.

Give it a thought to understand why,
 Or Natural resources will fly. 

Mudit, Anurag, Pranjal and Apurva
5 C

(Poem from group class activity)

‘Save Electricity'

Salute to those soldiers
Who hold  the guns,
Who are far away,
To rescue us in all possible ways .
They have discipline,
They are diligent.
I want to become is all like them,
Of the country, they are the gem .
I want to thank them,
In all possible ways,
They are far away 
Salute to those soldiers. 
Who hold the guns.

Sara Mahajan
5 D

Salute to Those Soldiers

We went to Madheghat,
For picnic this year.
It's a waterfall you know,
And it's lovely, oh dear!

We boarded the bus
At 6 o'clock.
And the time went 
Tick-tock-Tick-tock.

We had a fun time
In the bus.
As we sang and danced
Without a fuss.

We reached at noon.
And from the bus,we got off.
With our clothes changed, 
To the river, we dashed off.

The water was cool
And bright was the sun.
Swimming in the river
Was so much fun.

At last it was time
To say goodbye.
'We wanted to go',
Now this was a lie.

This is my best picnic memory
I'd ever get.
Now I stop writing this 'poem'
Which I'll never forget.

Soham Suvarna
6 A

My Trip to Madheghat
Our picnic was scheduled for 9th 

December, 2017, this year. Hearing the word 
'picnic' had brought us  to  a state of 
excitement and anticipation. Our picnic party 
was going to Madhe Ghat in Velha. The night 
before the picnic, my parents and I were 
packing my bag. Soon night settled in, so I 
went to sleep early as I had to wake up at 5' o 
clock next morning. 

In the morning, when I woke up, it 
looked like as if a black blanket had been 
swept over the sky. I swiftly got ready, had 
breakfast and hopped into my father's car. My 
fingers were quivering with excitement. We 
reached the school at 6' o clock. All the 
children had gathered there and the teachers 
were taking the attendance. All of us were 
excited as we had made plans for the day. 
Soon it was time to hop into the bus. We sat 
down in a seat at the front. Finally, when all 
the children had got inside, the bus's engine 
gave a roar and the bus started moving. The 
journey had begun!

In the beginning we sat in front of the 
bus, but after sometime we went to back end. 
A DJ was playing songs in the bus and all the 
students danced to their hearts content. We 
stopped at a small restaurant for breakfast. 
Then we continued our journey. At last 

A Trip to Madhe Ghat     
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we reached Madheghat. Eagerly, we got out 
of the bus. We were in a village. All of us sat 
down under a shelter, as the guides explained 
to us about the trek. Soon, our trekking 
began. It felt good to walk under the hot sun 
in the lush greenery. Our guide explained to 
us about the many different kinds of trees 
and plants found there. For instance, guava 
tree, wheat fields, corn fields, neem tree and 
so on. It was fun to see the hardworking 
farmers ploughing the fields. The people 
washing their clothes in the small stream felt 
nice too. All seemed serene and relaxing. But 
there was one thing that we were all waiting 
for, the river. We simply could not wait to 
drench ourselves in its refreshing depths. 

Finally the big moment came. We all 
saw the river. It looked absolutely smashing. 
We quickly took off our shoes and socks. The 
moment our foot touched the water, a surge 
of excitement hit our body. The water was 
really very cool and refreshing. It washed 
away our tiredness. We had great fun in the 
river, swimming here and there. We swam in 
the water for a good one hour. After this, we 
headed back to the village and changed our 
clothes in the bus. After changing, they 
served us lunch. We were ravenous. The food 
was delicious. Like it always happens, it was 
time to go home. We did not want to leave 

but we had to. We boarded our buses. I would 
never forget the return journey. Everyone 
was dancing, laughing and chatting. We 
stopped at the same restaurant and had a 
dance session. Moreover, we also drank coke. 
We continued our journey in the bus. All of us 
were cracking jokes. In short, we had a merry 
time. Soon, we reached home. My father had 
come to pick me up. I told my teacher that he 
had come to pick me up. Then I once again 
hopped into my father' car and explained to 
him all about the journey. It was an 
educational and memorable journey indeed.

Param Abhyudaya
6 B

We all had gathered in the school for 

our picnic. Even 9th grade had their picnic 

that day. We were going in tourist buses. We 

climbed into the buses according to our 

classes. Some students from other classes 

had come to our bus due space problem. The 

parents had come near the buses to make 

sure that their child had safely got on to the 

bus. Our buses started and everybody 

buckled up as is was going to be a long 3 hour 

journey. All of us enjoyed by singing and 

dancing in the bus. All the buses had a built in 

sound system for music for us to dance to. 

My Class Picnic

We sang all the possible songs in the world. 
After an hour and a half we got off the 

bus. Time for breakfast! We had stopped at a 
hotel named Hotel Vaibhavi. We kept our 
bags in one corner and took a table. One of 
my friends waited at the table while the 
others waited in line for food. It was idli, 
Sambhar, chutney and vada. We took our 
plates and went to our table. The food was 
really spicy. The children that had brought 
their own money bought some cold drinks for 
themselves. 

After we finished our breakfast we 
were told that 6 C's bus had a breakdown and 
6 B's bus was sent to pick the students. We 
waited for them to come. The guides played 
with us so we would stay entertained. Then 
we got onto the bus. Another bus was sent for 
6 B but it had no sound system. We played 
antakshari till we got to our destination. All of 
us got down in front of a temple. There was a 
vast farm beside the temple. We started 
towards the waterfall when we were halfway 
there, we were told to turn back as it was late. 
We went back and went to the stream. I was 
really scared as it was slippery so I didn't go in 
the water and stayed on the stone but then 
my friend came and helped me into the 
water. When I gained my balance we went to 
the deeper side where everyone else was 
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playing. After a while, we got out of the 
stream and went to change. There were no 
changing rooms since it was scenic beauty. 
That was, why we had tourist buses with 
curtains. We changed our outfits and went to 
have lunch. 

Lunch was paneer, puri, gulab jamun, 
rice and dal. It was really tasty. We climbed 
into our buses. Since, there was no sound 
system in one of the buses we made a 
compromise. Till the time we reach the hotel 
we were going to stop at for the DJ session 6 B 
would have the bus and after that 6 C will 
have it till we reach the school. We reached 
the hotel and got off our buses. It was really 
fun. Juice was served. Regular updates were 
sent on the group that was created for the 
parents to know what their children were 
doing. The DJ session ended. 

We got in our buses and this time the 
girls sat at the very back of the bus and the 
boys sat ahead. They started tossing 
something around the bus. I was sleepy, so I 
didn't know what it was. At around 9 o'clock 
we reached school. It was a really amazing 
trip after all!

Ananya Jadhav
6 B 

In my school also, assemblies are 
conducted every week, different classes 
conduct the assembly and each class is 
assigned  different topics for assembly

The topic for my class, VI-C was Makar-
Sankranti and Thanks Giving. Our class 
teacher, Mrs Afreen Shaikh had informed us 
about these topics many months before, so 
that we could start thinking on it. Many 
students started bringing the scripts for our 
assembly, which was going to be held in 
month of January, 2018. We thought about 
script and assembly for a long time, but to no 
avail, finally our class teacher, She gave us a 
wonderful idea which was as………

Our theme was Makar-Sankranti – So 
the school ground had been decorated with 
kites, sugarcane and rangolis. One of my 
classmate gave a short speech about the 
importance of Makar-Sankranti.

Then we had a skit on the topic- Thanks 
Giving which was as follows – It was about the 
cricketer Yuvraj Singh. Who had been 
diagnosed with cancer, but he survived in 
spite of it and started an organization called 
'You we can'. It was the final of the ICC cricket 
world cup, 2011 where the two teams – India 
and Sri Lanka were playing a match. The Sri 
Lanka was batting first, They played very well. 

My Class Assembly They had made 273 runs and the target for 
the Indian team was 274 runs in 50 overs. The 
two Indians batsman gave the team good 
start but afterwards, one of them got out, 
Yuvraj Singh came as the next batsman. He 
was playing very nicely but after sometime he 
fell on his knees and started coughing, one Sri 
Lankan players offered to help him, but he 
denied it Yuvraj Singh made the Indian cricket 
team win the world cup. He was also awarded 
the 'Man of the Series' trophy but after a few 
seconds, he suddenly fainted, he was taken to 
the hospital. The doctors performed the test 
and revealed that he had been diagnosed 
with cancer. After a long treatment he was 
cured, while he was travelling, he saw girl  
with cancer holding  a board that said that 
she had cancer and she wanted someone to 
help her survive. Yuvraj Sngh helped the poor 
girl and founded the organization 'You We 
Can' which would also help more and more 
cancer patients to survive. With this we 
ended our assembly.

We were praised by the students, the 
Principal and the Class Teacher. A special 
thanks to our class teacher , without  whose 
guidance out skit could not have been 
possible.

Aaditya Shah
6 C
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I would define this person as a great 
person who inspires others by both ones 
thought as well as actions. A role model is one 
who impacts your mind with a dream, a role 
model is one who encourages you to step 
forward, a role model is one whose footsteps 
you can follow blindly, a role model is one 
who changes your perspective of life.

Today I am talking about my role model 
she is Kalpana Chawla. She was born in a 
middle class orthodox family. Still she knew 
no limits and being a girl she has touched 
heights higher than the sky and is shining like 
a bright star in the dark sky. Not many of us 
know how hard it was for her to touch the 
skies, being born in an orthodox family.

Kalpana which means imagination and 
curiosity perfectly defined her. She was also 
very curious to know what lies beyond the 
skies. In the evening when girls her age would 
be cooking or helping their mothers with 
household chores, Kalpana would take her 
brother’s cycle and chase anything that she 
saw in the sky like birds or airplanes etc.

When she went to college with her 
brother's support, she could complete her 
required degrees. Then she was chosen by 
NASA. At NASA she was trained for almost 
three years and then there were selections 

My Role Model for a mission to space. Out of 117 candidates 
only 7 were selected and Kalpana was not 
only one of them but also the only woman on 
that space shuttle besides that she was the 
FIRST Indian woman to go into the space.

This mission was for 20 days and she 
completed it successfully and was overjoyed. 
In her second mission all was fine until their 
return, the rocket was coming and people 
were eagerly waiting to see their near and 
dear ones but suddenly NASA lost contact 
then what they saw in the sky –a BLAST in the 
shape of a star!!!!!!

Kalpana's husband recalls her saying 
that if she dies she would want to die on a 
mission. These were her words which 
inspired me. She has taught me that a 
courageous, passionate woman can do 
anything and everything.
Kind Curious
Awesome Honest
Loving Astronomy
Passionate Willing
Adventurous Listener                        
NASA ASTRONAUT
Active

Apurva Rajput
6 C

Helping others gives you joy
It can make you a better girl or boy

Through helping people make big lifts
For this they also get many gifts

When people go to different college 
Teachers help by giving them knowledge

Helping others can make you happy
You feel like a bird and just go flappy

Helping makes others grateful
Helping makes you faithful

Helping can give you joy in almost 
everything you do
It can give you many rewards too

Helping others gives you joy
It can make you a better girl or boy

Siddhant Vishnu 
7 A 

Poem on Helping Others
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Global warming, global warming,
This cannot make the earth more charming.

CO2 and Ch4 that in the atmosphere fly,
Can just make earths future to go in the sky.

Beautiful plants in the nature,
Are also affected by rising temperature.

The rise of the sea level can be felt,
When the glaciers start to melt.

Don't let it go too far,
Just stop the excessive use of car.

Global warming, global warming,
Please consider it a warning.

Siddhant Vishnu 
7 A 

Global Warming

Selfie at Pune, Selfie at Agra, 
Selfie while Garbha, Selfie while Bhangra,
Post on Insta, Post on Facebook,
Oh! I forgot to put the video on You tube
Selfie while eating,  Selfie while Sleeping
Selfie while Walking,  Selfie while Reading,
Post on twitter,  post on Hike,
People beg please comment and like.

Don't you think that we are becoming 
so Selfie ish? Is it a good sign to click selfies 
everywhere and post it on Social Media? Is it 
necessary? First of all what is Social Media? Is 
it harmful or useful? And the list goes on and 
on. My Questions are like a very difficult quiz 
that no one can (No one wants) to answer. So I 
decided to be independent and answer them 
myself.

Everyone is independent, they don't 
depend on each other to think differently. 
According to my brain, clicking Selfies and 
posting them on social media is not a serious 
matter. People just enjoy every moment, but 
now –a-days they are enjoying so much that 
they have to loose their precious life.

I won’t to say that, social media is not a 
serious matter. It connects us from our city to 
Mumbai, Pune, Delhi, Chennai, Kerala, 
Himachal Pradesh and so on and so forth not  

Would you Prefer a World With or 
Without Social Media?

only in our country but also to Russia, Spain, 
France, Germany, Italy, Australia in short to 
whole world. Still some people hesitate to 
join the world.

According to me social media is a very 
useful thing, one should get to know about 
the world. How do we know about the world. 
How do we know what’s going around? 
Where can we search and get the needed 
information? From where do people get job 
opportunities? How can we express 
ourselves using emoji’s? On what does P.M. 
Narendra Modi shares his  Mann ki Baat?  
Where is our school website from which we 
get the necessary information?   And … If I use 
sky as a paper and sea as ink then also these 
questions will not end but the answer will be 
same. Social Media still some people rave, 
What about my privacy policy? How will I 
know what my child is doing? Do they charge 
money for it? And thousands of new 
questions, but the answer is very simple-
Read all the terms and conditions and then 
agree. Just few days ago, Face book revealed 
that parents would be able to decide with 
whom their child would chat, they can also 
delete unnecessary contacts.

So, I would prefer a world with Social 
Media because its today’s need, not our 
greed. Don't let this need, convert into our 
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greed and don't cross the limits, because 
above limits there is only and only addiction 
about that thing. It is better to nip it in the bud 
and then you can enjoy social media without 
hesitating.

Shreni Bandgar    
7 B

It was the time of day
When the sun rose with its ray
The flock of birds flew
It was a beautiful scene in blue
The hens carry the message of morning
Including the ones dressed in mourning
Sportsmen practising for play
Children with their dad on working day
It is a moment of beauty and peace
When the heat and light increase
With mom trying to wake up their child
She lets them sleep by seeing their cute 
smile
Children off to school
With their backpacks cool
And all these things remind me of month of 
May 
It was the time of day
It was the time of day

Aditya Birari
7 D

It was the time of the day

Moral values, the name itself implies 
the behaviour of children and adults in their 
life. Moral values are the values which are 
learnt from the life through the journey of 
one's lifetime. Through moral values one can 
discern what is right or wrong. We learn 
moral values from our parents at home, 
teachers from our school and from the places 
where we visit. It helps in our life to cultivate 
good behaviour. 

I think the most important moral value 
in our life is respect. Respect to me, means 
understanding other's thoughts, feelings, 
listening, acknowledging, being truthful etc. 
We should respect each and every one in our 
society. Being respectful is one of the most 
important lessons our parents  teach us. We 
shouldn't just respect the elders but yes, the 
youngsters too. If we respect others, we are 
respected by them and if we are respected, 
we gain the voluntary cooperation of people. 

Respect just not your parents, teachers 
and grandparents but also the maid who 
cleans your house, the sweeper who cleans 
your surroundings and people whom we may 
not know but it is our duty to respect them 
too. If a person has no respect for others, that 
person will not gain respect from others and 
wi l l  never be a successful  person 

Moral Values in his / her life.
Pranita Pothgan

7 D

'If you inspire someone you have 

acheived something great ' I firmly believe in 

this statement. My inspiration is not just 

someone who has achieved something great 

in terms of money and popularity but 

someone who has love for all.

My inspiration is Mahendra Singh 

Dhoni. He is one of the best cricketers I have 

come across. He does not inspire me because 

of his popularity but because of his nature, 

behavior and his approach towards events in 

life. He is the former captain of the Indian 

Cricket Team and an excellent player. Actually 

whatever he touches becomes gold. Like, 

before Dhoni joined the Pune team it was 

among the last teams. But after Dhoni joined 

the team it rose from the last two teams to 

the top two teams. In his autobiographical 

film it is observed that whenever something 

doesn't happen according to his wish he 

doesn't blame it on others neither on his 

destiny. He determines to practice more and 

get things done according to his wish. His 

determination and confidence makes me 

inspired by him more and more each day and 

My Inspiration
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behave like him. Being from a middle class 
background and achieving such great heights 
internationally is a difficult task but M. S. 
Dhoni has achieved it and proved to people 
that 'Being from any background doesn't 
matter. All you need is hard work, 
determination, perception and positive 

approach towards events in 
your life.' One more 

quality that I like is his 
c a l m  n a t u r e .  
W h ateve r  m ay  
come but Dhoni 
stays calm and 
s o l v e s  t h e  

problem.
M a h e n d ra  S i n g h  

Dhoni is my role model 
and the best inspiration in life. My behaviour 
has also changed from the  time I have 
started admiring him. I now do not blame my 
destiny for any bad occurrence but try hard to 
get rid of such bad events. I salute him for his 
valuable contribution to Indian Cricket. He 
made India win the World Cup and such other 
championships  internat ional ly  and 
nationally. Whatever may come but Dhoni 
would remain my inspiration all of my life.

Samrudhi Bhujbal 
7 D

I still remember, with great fondness, 
the award that I had won in an art 
competition 7 years back. It was the first 
award that I had ever won! At the age of 6, I 
entered an art contest which required us to 
draw around the theme of 'ocean life'. When 
we got our sheets, for a split second, I became 
numb and had no clue of what was going on 
around me. I was busy staring at others' 
paintings, when I heard my mother's scream 
saying that I must concentrate on my work 
rather than that of others.

I drew an octopus, a sea horse, a clown 
fish, a school of black and white fish and some 
underwater plants as skilfully as a six year old 
could. I still remember, how before the 
competition my mother used to blow her 
head off asking me to practise. I hardly did 
listen to her because it was my first 
competition and I wasn't going there to win a 
prize, but to get an experience and an idea of 
an art contest.

However, I remember how my brother 
had discouraged me saying that my art piece 
wasn't worth winning a prize. Oh yes! I can 
never forget that moment when my name 
had been announced. It was rather like a film. 
They had given away all the prizes of all the 

Practice makes a man perfect.. 
But this was just luck!

age categories, but mine. When they started, 
I realised that it was time for another class 
then. We turned our backs and were about to 
leave when we heard “And now let's put 
together our hands for the second runner up, 
Miss Yashvi Agarwal!” I couldn't believe my 
auditory organs and reconfirmed thrice and 
sprinted to receive my award. That day, my 
mother recognised my talent and quickly 
enrolled me into an art class, which could 
help me enhance it. 

That day, I did not only receive an 
award, but also a bag full of learning, the 
main one being - one must always give in their 
best and never give up. If I had practiced, no 
one could have stopped me from receiving 
the first prize. I did practise for the next one, 

which fetched me my 
deserved place. 

Yashvi Agarwal
8 A
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What a miserable life I live! Earlier it 
was not so. I can still remember those good 
old days when I used to roam and have fun in 
my forest home. But....now it doesn't bear 
thinking about. It makes me cry to recall all 
those memories.

I can never forget that miserable day 
when I was captured and tortured. Now...... in 
contrast to everything, they have completely 
diminished the small family I had by 
imprisoning and putting me in this small little 
cage! There are other deer here, just like me, 
missing the forest days. Every day, the man 
who is our keeper brings us grass to eat. But it 
is a poor substitute as to the food which 
father used to find and take us to eat. The 
luscious grass! The visitors stare at us and 
take photographs and poke and throw sticks 
at us. The life behind the iron bars is idle and 
lazy, in which I walk about a little and dream 
the time away.

At night, I become restless when I feel 
the forests smell come down with the wind. If 
the keeper would only leave the door open 
one day. I wish I could soon meet my sisters 
and brothers and live free in the jungle. You 
humans and your mankind can enjoy your 
fortune, but then why can't I?

Tejasvi Chougule
8 B

Autobiography of a Deer
“All the best!” and “Make our school 

proud!” were the cries and wishes which my 
friends and teachers said to me as I climbed 
into the bus as we headed on 9th 
Feburary,2018, morning to represent our 
school in the Poster – Making Drawing 
Competition 'Root To Route' organized by the 
INTACH. I was very thrilled and pleased when 
my History teacher gave me this wonderful 
opportunity to express my ideas and talents. 
My friends and I were already informed 
about the topic, which was 'Heritage and 
Culture of your Homeland or Family'. It was a 
very interesting topic because each one of us 
had our own unique culture and heritage 
which we follow since our childhood.We also 
had to write a paragraph about what our 
poster indicated.

During the one-hour trip to our 
destination, we all shared our ideas with each 
other. Mr. Dattatray, our school librarian 
accompanied and guided us. When we 
reached there our hosts took us to a small hall 
and we registered our names there. The Chief 
Guest inaugurated the ceremony by watering 
a Tulsi plant. She gave us a very descriptive, 
inspiring and innovative speech, and there 
was a huge round of applause when she 
concluded it. We all liked her adventurous 

My Experience at an Art Competition
and sportive 
spirit!
Afterwards  
a l l  o f  u s  
g a t h e r e d  
downstairs 
f o r  t h e  
competition 
to start. The 
volunteers  
provided us 
w i t h  a  
d r a w i n g  
paper and 
s h e e t  t o  
write about 
our personal 

information. We were told that we had two 
and a half hours' time to complete our 
posters. My native place is Kerala, so I drew 
the picture depicting the famous classical 
dance form of Kerala, Mohiniattam. I had 
practiced it several times at home with the 
help of my family. I quickly drew the outline 
and started with my colours. Sometimes, I 
would take a break and peep at the drawings 
of my schoolmates sitting next to me. I felt 
proud of my friends and my school. They 
were really doing a fantabulous work! 
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In the end we submitted our drawings 
to the volunteers and went to the 
refreshment area. After long hours of 
concentration I suddenly felt exhausted and 
hungry.  I noticed that my friends too were in 
the same boat. We ate idly-chutney, which 
was delicious. We were the last school to 
leave as our bus arrived late, but this left us 
time to explore the building which was filled 
with beautiful pictures. It was a wonderful 
and enriching experience for all of us and I am 
very grateful to my school and teachers for 
giving me a chance to participate in this 
amazing competition!

Aathira Nambiar
8 B

Oh no! What has happened? Three of 

us were badly wounded. I didn't  know what 

to do. I was blank. There was a blackout in 

front of my eyes for a second or two. Then I 

became mentally stable but not physically. 

We had met with an accident and the  three 

of us were badly wounded.                                         

The three I am referring to here are 

Aakash, Rohan and me. Let me tell you what 

had happened. We were going home from 

our badminton coaching classes. On the way 

back, we met with an accident. We were on 

The Champion

our bicycles. There was a car coming through 
the dust and we were unable to see it. It came 
like thunder and went like a storm hitting us 
all. The one who was most badly wounded 
was Rohan. He had lost his arm! He is a fine 
badminton player. We all were selected for 
'State Badminton Championship'. 

Aakash and I were not wounded that 
badly but Rohan was. How was he going to 
play at the Championship? We took him to 
the hospital. He underwent surgery. An 
artificial arm was fixed. He recuperated and 
was soon discharged but it was difficult for 
him to play. He was very depressed.

I gave him books by some disabled 
people like Sudha Chandran so that he could 
get inspired and motivated. Also, I showed 
him a lot of inspirational movies. He was 
surely inspired. 

He practiced hard for ten – twelve 
hours a day. He was so dedicated that I would 
compare him with Sudha Chandran and 
Helen Keller. He participated in the 
Championship and came second in the entire 
state. It was indeed a great achievement for 
him as he did not  get much time to practise 
because of his injury. He had indeed made us 
proud!

He was very thankful towards me. I was 
very happy to see his twenty - four carat 

gold smile and I am still trying to make him 
better both physically and mentally. I thank 
God for giving me such wonderful working 
body with all its parts.

Vedant Salunkhe
8 B

Many of you would agree to me when I 
say that music is a therapy, which gives you 
joy, makes you feel better and relaxes you as 
and when you need. It is known by all of us 
that music is a medicine which comes for free 
and you know because its one of those few 
things on earth which come for free, we 
should value it. Why and how does music 
therapy work? At times when we feel low, 
listening to songs that relate your feelings 
makes us feel better, because “songs which 
remind you of the saddest times are the 
sweetest to you" it is totally true. And not 
only when your feeling low, music therapy is 
even when you are happy or tired as it always 
just makes everything better than before. 
Music is so very powerful that it can change 
ones soul, music can work  all the magic that 
you need. Its so strange isn't it that a few 
words with a beat and tune can be so magical, 
powerful and effective, but that's the 
greatest thing about it. When you are alone 

Music Therapy
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just put on your headphones and enjoy the 
beautiful gift, you will surely discover a new 
version of yourself, who you couldn't realize 
until now. Music therapy does also create 
inner Peace. After experiencing the therapy 
in all you will surely understand that “when 
you are happy you enjoy the music but when 
you are sad you understand the lyrics”.These 
are few lines written by me: 

A medicine for free
Is music therapy.
You can enjoy it whenever
you feel,
high or low as and when,
you need.
Music can do all the magic 
for you to heal.
Its not only a song 
But yourself you see.

Anushka Khemnar
8 C

I was sleeping in my terrace on a couch 
safe and sound . Then suddenly I got up as I 
thought I heard a strange noise but nothing 
was there. Assuming it to be a dream I again 
went to sleep. But again there was a strange 
noise. I got up and saw a spacecraft just 
beside my terrace. I was shocked to see an 
alien jump off from his spacecraft and step on 
my terrace. I still thought it was a dream and 
pinched myself. But it wasn't, it was truly 
happening. 

Terrified I started screaming and my 
parents and my brother came running to the 
terrace. All of them were startled to see the 
alien. When suddenly the alien started to 
speak in its own language and we couldn't 
understand a word. The alien was a stout and 
short looking creature. It had long nose and 
small eyes. While he was talking all of us 
started screaming. The alien became scared. 
Frightened because of all of us, he jumped 
back onto his spacecraft and off they went 
back to their planet.

What a frightful experience it was . I 
hope it comes back and we have a better 
conversation.

Anvita Kadre
8 C

First Meeting with an Alien
What a day that was,
When everyone's life gave one a break.
When the sky was colourful,
When the birds, too, were playful,
No, this isn't a fairy tale,
The day of Holi that was!

When playing with colours is just an excuse,
Of showing love and brotherhood,
When the morning has a different wave,
When even the most satisfied ones crave,
For the sweets and thandai!

A day filled with luster and colours,
Red, green, yellow and countless,
A day to smear our faces with colours,
The day of holi that was!

Rijul Barot
8 C

What a Day that was!

Trip and picnics are always amazing 

and enjoyable and so this one was also 

special. Our picnic was on the 25th of 

November. We were all excited for it and had 

started making plans one week earlier. We 

had no idea where it was arranged and 

thought it might be to some ordinary place 

but when we were given the circular about 

Trip to Imagica
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the same we came to know that it was going 
to a theme park – Imagica. We were amazed, 
we all started jumping as we were very 
excited.

Finally, the day came after a long wait, 
we all were called at 7:00am in the morning 
to the school. As soon as we boarded the 
buses we started playing games, singing 
songs, and we had great fun in the bus. At 
about 11:50 am we reached the destination. 
We were given the tickets and we were 
allowed to go to any ride. With my friends my 
first ride was a roller coaster named GOLD 
RUSH. It was a train in which we had to sit. 
The track twisted, turned and it was amazing. 
We all enjoyed it. Our next ride was 
Rajasauras. It was an informative ride, at first, 
we were given information about the 
dinosaurs and there were huge models of 
them. As it reached the end the box we were 
sitting in had a fall in the water which was 
breathtaking.

Our third ride was the one which I felt 
was the best among all. It was named as Deep 
Space. The name itself says that it would be 
dark all around. It was again a roller coaster 
ride. As we entered we had to sit in a box 
again. At first it started as if it would be very 
slow, then we stopped at a point for the 
countdown and as the countdown ended 

the actual ride started. We were feeling as if 
we were flying in air. The track was totally 
with twists and turns. There were turns of 
360 degrees with darkness all around. It was 
horrifying but at the same time the best ride. 
After many such rides we had food at we had 
to assemble at a location. It was almost about 
6:00 pm that we finished all the rides. We left 
at 6:30 pm and boarded the buses. While 
going we all were tired and so many of us 
slept off.

We had an amazing experience going 
to Imagica. We had the best memories and 
enjoyed it.

Karuna Kanthi
8 C

Home work are one of the ruling 

drawbacks for students. You would surely 

agree with me that we being students hate 

doing home work. On top of that exams are a 

hard nut to crack. We like to have our own 

freedom, but I suppose teachers would have 

utmost fun seeing us working away tirelessly. 

Well, jokes apart, I would like to say that 

home works have a considerable existence in 

school life. But don't you think these home 

works get tiresome and boring after a point of 

Should Homework Be Banned 
In Schools?

time? I appreciate the teacher's concern for 
our studies but what is the use of such 
homework where there is no understanding 
at all?

Teachers expect students to read, 
understand the concept and then write. But 
in today's tech-savvy world with students 
being over smart, copying the home work is 
just a piece of cake for them. The system of 
just copying without understanding destroys 
creativity, stops the natural thinking of a 
child, who could have come up with 
thousands of ideas otherwise, but is now 
mugging or trying to cope up with studies. A 
majority of students actually do home works 
in the fear of getting punishments in school if 
they do not submit their work by the given 
deadline. This puts a burden on students 
which can be unbearable. It sometimes leads 
to parental involvement in projects/home 
works. Furthermore, to cope up with studies, 
students go to tuitions which add up to their 
already tiring schedule. They have to study 
round the clock to keep pace with other 
students. Most of their time is consumed by 
home work, tuitions and studies, when will 
the child have the time to practice his/her 
hobbies or do something which is out the 
box? Moreover, with the pressure of 
homework, physical activities of the child 
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also recede. With their physical activities 
reducing and virtual interaction increasing, 
students lose the ability of handling more 
stress, which may lead to depression, a 
genuine issue for the youths nowadays. 

Home work in school,  mostly 
comprises  writing work. Students find this 
banal and wouldn't hands on experiments/ 
practicals be a more understandable and fun 
way of learning? Not only laboratory 
practicals, but if any homework given was to 

be done practically, it would 
build one's interest and 

also build up various 
skills which are 
necessary for us. 
So, to sum up, I 
would just say 
that home work 

do not actually have 
to be banned but 

minimizing them and 
changing the system of giving home work 
would bring about a good change.

Anisha Jain 
8 D

Darkness covered my face 
It all made me euphemistic
I felt the world fall behind, itself, 
To drape it like a sheet
Ahead of mine.

The dark space I entered, 
Defined my life today. 
The white I wore, 
Left me all away.

I sat in front of her,
And remembered her face. 
I was flabbergasted to
To see the beam of sunlight,
Beating down on my world.

The first blossom of my life
Astonished my heart. 
The linear world turned to 
curve again.

Sunshine rose along the coast
And opened up the dull space
The leaves brightened green, 
To get a beautiful texture. 
The rose blossomed clear,
To find the hearty pleasure.

Birth In Brightness Arrows bent to touch her heart
Not to hurt her, 
But it shocked her,
To find their points curve.

The white wear I had, 
Proved the brightest one
It shone so far, 
To make the dull space 
A blossoming one. 

Vaishnavi Jadhav
9 C

Paraquest County, Pracinos

A million stars were shining from 

infinity, the wind caressing her cheeks like a 

loved one, the sound of gurgling water filling 

her ears and the panorama around her so 

wide and infinite, with a lush green carpet of 

grass. A tall dark structure gazed upon her 

with a brown body and hair as green as the 

grass below. She reached out to feel it 

when………the girl awoke. It had only been a 

dream. This was what 14 year old Aftan 

wanted to experience. She could only 

imagine how her planet looked like two 

hundred years ago.

She got out of bed and went up to her 

cupboard and took out a ragged, dusty diary. 

APOCALYPSE
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It belonged to her great great-grandmother. 
She read it almost every day wishing that she 
could have been born at least 100 years ago. 
She opened the diary and took out the faded 
photo concealed in it. It had two people 
standing in front of the same structure which 
she had dreamt of. It was apparently a 'tree' 
as her mom said. She looked out of her 
window and only saw monotonous grey 
scenery outside. Grey buildings, grey cars, 
grey roads. Even the sky was always grey. It 
was as if somebody had sapped out all the 
bright colours from the world. 

“Well”, she thought, “I only have to 
wait for a few more days and if nothing goes 
wrong, I will probably see the colours and the 
extinct trees in reality.” 

She went down to the kitchen, where 
her mother was changing the oxygen-supply 
cylinder. On the kitchen table was a cup of 
boiled rice. For more than a year, the food 
was being provided by the government. 
Almost every day they had to eat only rice 
which had been rationed. 

She heard the front door open and saw 
her father entering the kitchen. “So?” asked 
her mother, “has it started? ” Her father 
looked very nervous and nodded his head, 
saying, “ Yes, less than two weeks left. We 
leave on the 24th of February.” 

“What about luggage?”
“Not more than one small object.”
Immediately Aftan had decided what 

she would take, her precious diary. It had 
been there for her when the rest of the world 
was busy escaping death. The stories written 
in them gave her a sense of belonging….to a 
world which was never hers to experience. It 
made her feel a connection with her 
ancestors.

“We have to pick up your brother from 
Roanne's, so stay here,” said her mother.

She invited her friend Isa to come up to 
her house to spend time. Isa was a tall girl 
with straight light brown hair unlike Aftan's 
jet black curls. She was an outgoing, 
impulsive girl who was the polar opposite of 
Aftan. For the past few weeks they had been 
doing nothing except spending every spare 
time with each other. Their school had been 
closed six months ago due to the global 
emergency. The atmosphere was so 
melancholic that they would not even talk.  
They just spent time either walking 
somewhere or sitting down in the living 
room. Now, even walking was not an option 
due to the constantly rising temperatures. 
They liked to go to the beach and stroll down 
the shores, but now there was nothing but 
dark grey murky waters which constantly 

over flooded and reached till the roads. 
They were taught in school that all of 

this was due to a phenomenon called global 
warming. It had apparently begun almost 200 
years ago due to the carelessness and 
selfishness of their ancestors. They had cut 
down all 'trees' and used fossil fuels which 
eventually led to global warming. The 
consequences of these people's mistakes, 
who lived hundreds of years ago, were now 
being faced by today's people. Constant 
flooding, grey dirty water from taps, people 
dying before hitting their forties, lack of 
electricity, all these were common incidents 
now. The scientists had developed a 
technique by which oxygen could be 
obtained by its isolation from water, so that 
life could be sustained for a temporary 
period. Now, even that was getting depleted.

 Aftan had learnt in one of her 
geography lessons that a search for an 
alternative planet capable of sustaining life 
had begun about a 100 years ago. After 
decades and decades of research and 
exploring, scientists had finally spotted a 
planet one light year away. Now, the time had 
finally come to leave their planet Pracinos 
and go live on a strange planet. Aftan hoped 
that this would all get over one day and her 
life would finally go back to normal. She 
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wanted to go back to school, eat proper food 
and happy. But no…, they had to face the 
wrath of something which they did not even 
want. The people had tried their best, made 
vehicles which ran on solar energy, tried to 
make the world pollution free, but it did not 
last long. It was as if the planet itself did not 
want them to live. Frequent earthquakes, 
landslides, tsunamis……..this was the planet's 
reply to the mistake of their ancestors. And in 
two weeks, the fate of humans would be 
decided, whether they would continue to 
survive or become extinct, just like the trees? 

II
The two weeks passed by within the 

blink of an eye. Without realizing it, Aftan was 
standing in the line to get on one of the 
shuttles which would perhaps take them all 
to their new home.

“75% chance, that these shuttles 
would all get destroyed,” said the scientists, 
“but it is still better than a 100% chance that 
we will die if we continue to stay on Pracinos.” 
Aftan turned around to take a last look at her 
once beautiful, now deteriorating planet. The 
sky was dark, the sun had set. She realized 
that anger was creeping up to her. She cursed 
everyone…her ancestors, the scientists, even 
herself for not trying their best. She had been 

dreading this day and it had finally come. Her 
life was ruined; she did not know whether she 
would see the sun rise again. She did not 
know if she would see her parents, brother, 
Isa …or a human being again. Her eyes 
brimmed with tears but she stopped them. 
She knew that it was the humans' fault. 
Crying will not bring her back home. The 
humans were now finally being punished for 
their deeds. Her name was called out, and 
she entered the enormous space shuttle, her 
diary safely tucked inside her coat. She was 
directed to a room where many people 
looked as if they were sleeping on beds with a 
glass casing. She was told to lie down on a bed 
where she would be induced in a coma, till 
the time they reached the new planet. She 
felt the needle prick her arm and saw the 
glass casing slide around her bed, before 
closing her eyes and entering oblivion.

Two days after the space shuttles had 
taken off, Pracinos exploded into a huge fiery 
mass of ash and soil. The tongues of fire 
swirled around and swallowed the planet 
into nothing. Not a trace was left of an 
existence of such a huge planet.     

III                                                                                         
EARTH  Year 2028

A small boy with jet black curls was playing 

outside in the garden. His mother was in the 
kitchen and his father was out at work. The 
television was left on, but there were no 
viewers. The TV anchor was announcing 
something which caught the mother's 
attention. After listening, she called up her 
friend and nervously asked if she had heard 
the news. The answer was in the affirmative.
They were about to witness history repeat 
itself in less than two weeks. They were going 
to meet the same fate as their ancestors.

THE COUNTDOWN HAD BEGUN
Narmada Padiyar

9 D

I never paid heed to my dad's words when 

he said 

“Dream as much as you can, while you still 

can" 

And now I miss those few but wondrous 

fantasies 

Those which now seem like childish 

ignorance.

When the trees seemed to touch the sky, 

When the dark seemed to eat us alive.

How we thought we could fly like a bird - 

Free and Wild,

How cats and dogs could talk and cry.

I Miss Those Dreams 
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How seeds, if swallowed, would grow into 
trees,
When all we wanted was to live in castles 
like kings and queens.
We thought our siblings were dropped off 
by God,
Oh! How wonderful were those thoughts.

Nothing of hatred, just of love,
Full of innocence and the power to change 
the world.

I miss those thoughts which will never come 
back, 
'Cause if they do, you are lame and childish .
The reality of the world is monstrous,
Eats every bit of happiness it finds.

But I will remember those words of hope,
That will always keep me kind.
“See your dreams and live them all,
And keep reliving them till all of them fall. " 

Satvika
9 D

Not all flowers can bear the storm,
For not all flowers are wild enough;
To hold the rain on its petals as if it were 
dew drops,
To dance with the lightning and sing with 
the thunder,
To bloom brutally yet beautifully in chaos;
And not all can grow on rocks,
Protect themselves with thorns,
For not all flowers are wild flowers.

Kuhu Jain
9 D

Wild Flowers

The watchman had no eyes, no ears, no 

features at all – not even an eyebrow! And 

that's when the wind blew the lamp out. All 

the darkness had fallen in an instant making 

me go blind. It took me some time to adjust to 

the darkness and I groped around my bed to 

grab my glasses. I stared around my room to 

make sure nothing was there. The door was 

left ajar and the windows were open. The 

grandfather clock in the hallway chimed to 

indicate it was midnight.

I thought whatever I saw was a bad 

dream, but the image was so life-like. I got out 

of bed and made my way to the kitchen. I 

turned my back to the kitchen counter and 

The Blank Face

opened the refrigerator to grab a bottle of 
water. There was a sharp 'clank' behind me. I 
stood frozen. I started to feel the chills of fear, 
probably because of the open fringe door. I 
slowly turned back and saw that there was 
nothing but a steel spoon fallen from its 
hanging tray. I started to panic. I had a feeling 

that something strange was 
going on. I decided to 

go back to my bed 
and shut my 

eyes. I started 
w a l k i n g  
towards the 
kitchen door 
a n d  t h a t ' s  

when I saw 
s o m e  

movement in the 
hall. I felt the hair on 

my back rise. It felt really spooky. I started to 
run down the hallway to my bedroom. All I 
remember afterwards was a long, slender 
black hand resting on my shoulder and round 
red eyes staring at me.

I awoke with a start, still keeping my 
eyes closed. I sat petrified on my bed. I slowly 
opened my eyes. The watchman had no eyes, 
no ears, no features at all – not even an 
eyebrow! And that's when the wind blew the 
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How do you start anything in your life? 
Or rather what makes you do anything in your 
life? What makes you get out of the bed every 
morning? Is it just the primal need to survive? 
To get up, restore your body's energy, do 
what you are supposed to do and shut down 
again? Well, if you don't have a genuine 
answer for that my friend, then I am sorry to 
say that you are going to most probably pass 
your life, always aspiring to change, hoping to 
become better, collecting knowledge but 
always failing in being satisfied.

And it's not your fault totally. The world 
has become a place where we are defined by 
who we are. Why once you are out of school, 
all one's relatives ask is, “How are your 
studies? College? Grades?...you must study 
hard, all of us have paid for you through our 
sweat and blood and its your duty to fulfil our 
expectations.” Though my diplomatic self 

From Our Alumni.......

The Why would never strain family ties, if I get one 

chance I would quite unapologetically point 

out that I am not an employee that gets paid 

well enough and must do what he is paid for. 

People who define me as what I do are just 

selfish freaks with no heart to put in the effort 

to really know me. Speaking this way may  

leave only one or two people not hating me 

but those one or two is enough, better have 

two honest friends than a hundred airheads 

who only superficially care. 

The point of all this is are you doing 

something because of your own beliefs, 

values, passions and interests or are you just 

acting upon the expectations of others or 

what others think of who you should be. The 

question of Why you do what you do is 

difficult to answer and it definitely would be 

because we never try to answer it. But it is the 

key to going to the next level. From a selfish, 

people pleasing, reactive individual to an 

inspiring, envisioned, passionate, cheerful 

and driven leader. People who have a definite 

why, anyhow get the how to do and have no 

problem concerning what to do. Tell me, if I 

leave you all on your own, what would you 

do? After all its easy to work in an 

environment, where you never take 

decisions. You might think yourself as an 

independent, reliable person but unless you 

have a clear why, you can be trusted only as 

long as times are good. You know it, when you 

hurt a friend when you were in a bad mood, 

flunked a test because you were sick or 

became dishonest due to peer pressure.

You can always blame. That's what 

everybody does. But leaders are different. 

They are the ones who remain eternal 

through thick and thin. They generate trust 

and inspiration. It is because they define 

themselves by why they do anything. The 

famous quote-“we are human beings not 

doings” So start being today. Being a leader is 

being an embodiment of an idea.
Vishwajeet  Pathare

(2016 Batch)

lamp out. The window was open. The door 
was ajar. The alarm clock read eleven fifty 
nine pm, Two seconds. One second. The clock 
in the hallway chimed to indicate midnight...

Manasa Marthala
9 D 
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Anyone would love this book because 
Sudha Murthy has used such a simple 
language for all the stories. 

Every incident leaves the reader 

ashamed, angry or amazed looking at the 

current state of people's mind. 

A tribal in the hills of Sahyadri 

teaches the writer that 

there is  humil ity in 

receiving too, A man 

declares his own father 

homeless stranger 

sends him in an old-age 

home. A sick woman 

remembers to thank the 

person who helped her 

even from her deathbed. 

These  are  some of  the  

experiences about people around that 

the writer writes in this book. She has given 

incredible examples of kindest to the 

meanest acts of the people around she met, 

s h e  h a s  w r i t t e n  e v e r y t h i n g  i n  a  

straightforward manner that touches the 

reader's heart. Her work is truly 'A salute to 

life'.

What you learn from this book?

1) Honesty is not the mark of any particular 

class nor is it related to education or 

wealth.

It springs naturally from the heart.

2) People don't need to lie about their 

achievements. 

3) Give when you take. Do not take 

without giving.

4)There is a grace in giving and 

accepting too.

5)Truth about women in India - 

Indian women are always 

restricted by custom, tradition 

and  superstition.                  

As you read the book you will agree 

with each word and each experience 

shared by the writer. Each story will 

touch your heart. Along with that It will 

motivate you to help needy people in the 

society. It will teach you that there is still 

innocence, love and sympathy left in us. 

Everyone must read this this book.
Anupama Satpute 

Teacher

Sudha Murthy was born in north 
Karnataka in the year of 1950. She has done 
her M.Tech in Computer Science, worked as a 
lecturer and is now the chairperson of the 
Infosys Foundation. She is a creative writer in 
English and Kannada, she has written 
collection of short stories, novels, non-fiction 
pieces, technical books and some books for 
children.

Her books have been translated into all 
the major Indian languages and have sold 
over three lakh copies around the country. 
Fifty Small Stories shows shades of human 
nature.

Book Review
Wise and Otherwise
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RUDRANSH FARATE - NUR. A

TANISHA NAMBOADRI - NUR. A

MRUNMAYI SALUNKE - NUR. B

MIHIKA PHAD - NUR. A SWARA KAWADE - NUR. A

GARGI BADALE - NUR. B

PARTH PATHAK - NUR. B AAROHI DONGARE - NUR. C

KAVYA CHATHE - NUR. B
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RIDDHI JAIN - NUR. C

AASHRIYA SINGH - NUR. D

NAVYA KUNDER - NUR. D

RAJVARDHANI - NUR. C TANISHKA HINGANE - NUR. C

ANVYA GURUDE - NUR. D DEV NIMBALKAR - NUR. D

SUMIT CHAUHAN - NUR. D AKSHAT BHOSALE - NUR. E
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ANGAD CHAVAN - NUR. E

ANUSHREE PATIL - NUR. F

RIYA SHINDE - NUR. F

AKSHATA DESHMUKH - NUR. E SWARA KAMTHE - NUR. E

DEVASHRI DHORE - NUR. F MRINMAYEE SHINDE - NUR. F

TANISHKA SACHIN - NUR. F AADYASHRI INGAWALE - JR.KG-A 
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ARAGHYA BASU - JR.KG-A

ADHYA PATIL - JR.KG-B 

SIYA CHEWALE - JR.KG-B

ARADHYA LADKAT - JR.KG-A NAMEESH TILEKAR - JR.KG-A

AMRITA SINHA - JR.KG-B ARNAVI JAGTAP - JR.KG-B

MANASVI BHAIRAT - JR.KG-C NIHARIKA KURKUTE - JR.KG-C 
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SANSKRUTI LANJILE - JR.KG-C 

ASAD SAYYED - JR.KG-D 

ADITYA GAIKWAD - JR.KG-E 

RUDRARAJ NIVANGUNE - JR.KG-C ARADHYA GAUR - JR.KG-D

AVANTIKA ANAND - JR.KG-D NIHARIKA KAMBLE - JR.KG-D

PALAK SHINDE - JR.KG-E SANSKRUTI YELWANDE - JR.KG-E
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ARNA BHATYA - JR.KG-F

SHARVIL DALVI - JR.KG-F

ANUSHA YADWAD - SR.KG-A

SHRI BARKADE - JR.KG-E SAANVI RUKARI - JR.KG-F

SWARALI KHANDARE - JR.KG-F A.AHAAN SHINDE - SR.KG-A

PRANAVI KADAV - SR.KG-A ROHI KADAM - SR.KG-A
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ANUSHREE KSHIRSAGAR - SR.KG-B

SWARALI HOLE - SR.KG-B

AKSHAYANEE SAMDANI - SR.KG-C

AASHINYA SAXENA - SR.KG-B OM POKHARNA - SR.KG-B

VIGYA PATNI - SR.KG-B AARADHYA KHETAN - SR.KG-C

KARTIK CHANDAK - SR.KG-C RIYA RASKAR - SR.KG-C
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ISHA KHAN - SR.KG-D

SHRUTIKA SAPKAL - SR.KG-D

AASHIKA SHARMA - I B

ANVI SIKCHI - SR.KG-D SHREYAS KADAM - SR.KG-D

AARYA SUPEKAR - I A SHARANYA POTDAR - I A

ARJUN SHITOLE - I B GAYATRI KODRE - I B
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PRASIDDHI BANU - I C

VIREN MANDHRE - I C

ANUSHRI KANADE - I D

HARSH MITTAL - I B RIDDHIMA GAKHALE - I C

VIREN MANDHRE - I C ANIMESH PATIL - I D

YUTIKA SOMESH VAIDYA - I D MIHIR KADAM - II A
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SANCHLI VIROLE - II A

ISHANVI NAIR - II B

PRAJWAL BHAGWAT - II C

RUPESH DHEPE - II A ACHILLES AJAY - II B

KHADIJA PATRA - II B SHREYA AGARWAL - II B

SAMRUDDHI BODKE - II C SRUJAL RAUT - II C
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RAM - II D

DIYA CHOPRA - III A

PAVITHRAAVENI BHARATHI - III B

GOURI ATHARE - II D VIRAJ BHAGWAT - II D

SWARA KITTURE - III A SWARAJ KADAM - III A

PRAJWAL MAHAJAN - III B SHREYAS SURYAWANSHI - III B
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RADHIKA BONKAR - III C

NISHKA SHAH - 3 D

VEDIKA RODE - 3 D 

HARSHITA BHATIA - III C SANSKRUTI GAIKWAD - III C

SARTHAK NAPADE - 3 D SATVIK JASUDE - 3 D

ADWAIT VAISHAMPAYA - IV AVEDIKA RODE - 3 D 
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DEVSHREE PATIL - IV A

KOYAL BANERJEE - IV A 

SAIRAJ KOTWAL - IV A 

ADWAIT VAISHAMPAYA - IV A HARSHITA KADAM - IV A

NAVEEN PILLAI - IV A

SAIRAJ KOTWAL - IV A SHARAYU THAKARE - IV A

KOYAL BANERJEE - IV A 
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YASHITA PUROHIT - IV A

AARADHYA GADE - 4 B

IRA KUMBHAR - 4 B 

SIDDHESH GOSAVI - IV A YOGITA BATHALA - IV A

ARNAV JADHAV - 4 B DEVIKA KSATRIYA - 4 B

KIRAN BANERJEE - 4 B IRA KUMBHAR - 4 B 
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MAHESHWARI KATE - 4 B

SAMYAK JAIN - 4 B

HARSHIT BHAMRE - IV C

KIRAN BANERJEE - 4 B RUDRAKSHA GAIKWAD - 4 B

ANSHUL JAIN - IV C ATHARV GUPTA - IV C

KSHITIJ KANHERKAR - IV C MISHTY KANDPAL - IV C 
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NAVDEEP THOTA - IV C

NILAY TANTAK - IV C 

RITHVIK LOKHANDE - IV C

MISHTY KANPAL - IV C NILAY TANTAK - IV C 

SAI LANDE - IV C SARA SHITOLE - IV C

NILAY TANTAK - IV C NILAY TANTAK - IV C 
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VAIBHAVI BHOIR - IV C

SHRUTI KHARADE - IV C 

TANMAY BORSE - IV C

AARUSHI GONABAL - 4 D ABHIJEET ZAMBRE - 4 D

SHRUTI KHARADE - IV C SHRUTI KHARADE - IV C 

SHRUTI KHARADE - IV C SHRUTI KHARADE - IV C 
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SANIKA KULKARNI - 4 D 

VAISHNAVI TUPE - 4 D

MANSHA AGARWAL - 5 A

RIDDHI PAWAR - 4 D

ARJUN MANE - 5 A LAVANYA BHOGLE - 5 A

OM YADAV - 5 A RUSHIRAJ PAWAR - 5 A

SANIKA KULKARNI - 4 D 
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ATHARVA ICHE - 5 C KASTURI PATIL - 5 C MANASI PATIL - 5 C

AKANKSHA VERMA - 5 C ANSHIKA SHARMA - 5 C

SHUBHAM RATHOR - 5 A TEJASWANI MEHETA - 5 A VRISHA BHALVDIA - 5 A

AKANKSHA VERMA - 5 C
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SWARA WAGH - V D 

HARSHITA SHIPTE - V D RIYA TAMHANE - V D 

DISHA KANKARIA - V D DISHA KANKARIA - V D HARSHITA SHIPTE - V D 

RIYA TAMHANE - V D 

SWARA WAGH - V D SWARA WAGH - V D 
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JUEE DESHPANDE - 6 A SAUKHYA TUPE - 6 A 

BHAKTEE JASUD - 6 A BUMIKA VIROLE - 6 A 

AARDRA PILLAI - 6 A BHAKTEE JASUD - 6 A AARDRA PILLAI - 6 A 

BUMIKA VIROLE - 6 A 

SAUKHYA TUPE - 6 A 
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SOHAM KADRE - VI B SAEE JAGTAP - VI C 

SAAMIYA PATEL - VI B SHREYA GOLANDE - VI B

PARAM ABHYUDAYA - VI B POORVAJA YADAV - VI B POORVAJA YADAV - VI B 

POORVAJA YADAV - VI B 

SAEE JAGTAP - VI C 
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SANJANA PAWAR - 6 D 

PURVA KADAV - 6 D RUJAL - 6 D SANJANA PAWAR - 6 D

SHRAMAN LOKHANDE - 6 C PURVA KADAV - 6 D SHRAMAN LOKHANDE - 6 C

SANJANA PAWAR - 6 D SANJANA PAWAR - 6 D 
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SEJAL MISHRA - 7 A AKHILESH THAKUR - VII B KANAK CHAVAN - VII B

OJJAL GAIKWAD - 7 A RIA SHINDE - 7 A SAKSHI DHUMAL - 7 A

AARYA NIBE - 7 A HARSHITA KAMTHE - 7 A OJJAL GAIKWAD - 7 A 
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MAYURESH PAWAR - VII B SHRUSHTI KOKADE - VII B 

KANAK CHAVAN - VII B KHUSHI SONI - VII B KHUSHI SONI - VII B 

KHUSHI SONI - VII B KHUSHI SONI - VII B KHUSHI SONI - VII B 

SHRUSHTI KOKADE - VII B 
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SAKSHI PATIL - VII C SUHANI MATRE - VII C

ALMAS KAZI - VII C DIYA RANE - VII C SUHANI MATRE - VII C 

SHRUSHTI KOKADE - VII B SHRUSHTI KOKADE - VII B SHRUSHTI KOKADE - VII B 

SUHANI MATRE - VII C
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ADITYA BIRARI - VII D ADITYA BIRARI - VII D ADITYA BIRARI - VII D 

ABHINAV S. M. - VII D ABHINAV S. M. - VII D ADITYA BIRARI - VII D 

SUHANI MATRE - VII C TANISHQ JAGTAP - VII C ABHINAV S. M. - VII D
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LIYESHA POTE - VII D PRANITA POTGHAN - VII D 

DEVASHREE SHITOLE - VII D KESHAVA PADIYAR - VII D LIYESHA POTE - VII D 

PRANITA POTGHAN - VII D 

PRANITA POTGHAN - VII D PRANITA POTGHAN - VII D PURVA TEKALE - VII D 
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JAYDEEP GHULE - VIII A OM MHETRE - VIII A PRATHAMESH J - VIII A

SAMRUDHI BHUJBAL - VII D ANJALI CHOUDHARI - VIII A DHANASHREE ALATEKAR - VIII A

SAMPRADA. P - VII D SAMRUDHI BHUJBAL - VII D SAMPRADA. P - VII D 
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ATHIRA NAMBIAR - VIII B RIYA CHOUDHARI - VIII B SINDHU DUBEY - VIII B

VEDANT AMATE - VIII A YASHVI AGRAWAL - VIII A ADITYA PATIL - VIII B

PURVA HINGANE - VIII A SHREYA TELI - VIII A SNEHA AGRAWAL - VIII A
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RIYA MAMIDWAR - VIII C ADITYA GUND - VIII D 

HRISHITAA NALAWADE - VIII C

ANUSHKA KHEMNAR - VIII C ANVITA KADRE - VIII C ANVITA KADRE - VIII C 

ANVITA KADRE - VIII C ANVITA KADRE - VIII C 

ADITYA GUND - VIII D 
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GRISHMA KADRE - VIII D PURVA TEKALE - VIII D 

ADITYA GUND - VIII D ANISHA JAIN - VIII D ANISHA JAIN - VIII D 

ANISHA JAIN - VIII D ANISHA JAIN - VIII D ANISHA JAIN - VIII D 

GRISHMA KADRE - VIII D 
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ARYA KULKARNI - IX A ATHARVA DALVI - IX B URVI GANJOO - IX B

TANISHQUA SABLE - VIII D VENKATA SATHYA PAVANI T. - VIII D 

PURVA TEKALE - VIII D RACHNA GAIKWAD - VIII D SAKSHI BELHEKAR - VIII D

VENKATA SATHYA PAVANI T. - VIII D 
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SAKSHI KADBANE - X A SHAMIKA KADAV - X A ANUSHKA DE - X C 

RUCHI MALI - IX C TRIPTI MEHTA - IX C ANUSHKA THAKARE - X A 

ARYA NARKE - IX C ARYA NARKE - IX C RUCHA RAGHOJI - IX C
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SAKSHI BHAIRAT - X C 

SAKSHI BHAIRAT - X C 

ANUSHKA DE - X C ANUSHKA DE - X C ANUSHKA DE - X C 

ANUSHKA DE - X C ANUSHKA DE - X C 

SAKSHI BHAIRAT - X C 
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National IT Olympiad Online Exam (State 

Level)
1st Shivansh Saraswat (VIII C)

Sciencify Inter School Science Fiction Story 

Writing Competition
1st Narmada Padiyar (IX D)

Computer Tech Chasers Competition (Inter 

School)
Topic- Scratch Programming 
2nd Soham Suvarna (VI A)
3rd Naman Sharma (VI C) 
Topic – Power Point Presentation 
1st Manushree Sonwane (VII D) 
3rd Tejas Lokhande (VII D)
Topic - Power Point Presentation and HTML 

Programming
3rd Krutharth Deshmukh (IX C)

Extempore Competition (Inter School)
1st Rijul Barot (VIII C)
2nd Sara Mahajan (V D)

Achievements for Secondary Section 
(2017- 2018) (II TERM)

Activities for Secondary Section (2017- 2018) (II TERM)

• History 
10th November 2017
VI and VII - Regional Patriotic Song 

Competition.
VIII and IX - Declamation Competition

• Geography - Geo Toons Activity
24th November 2017
VI - Formation of Landforms and Rivers
VII - Global Warming
VIII - Migration
IX - Poster Making

• Maths - 19th January 2018
VI - Average and Bar Graph (Group of 5 

students will find the average of each   subject 

and draw the bar graph). 
VII - Maths Quiz.
VIII - Making 3D shapes by using net and define 

the Eulear's formula.
IX - Tambola (Questions based on different 

formulae and calculations)

• Physics 
VI - Cross Word List (30.01.2018)
VII - Cross word.(08.01.2018)
VIII - Pyramid making (Center of Gravity - Using 

Disposal Cups).(22.01.2018)
IX - Balancing nails (Center of Gravity - Using 

Iron Nails). (24.01.2018)

• Biology 
VI - Making of Cross word (30.01.2018)
VII - Cross word solving(29.01.2018)
VIII - Calculation of heart beat, pulse rate and 

making of different instruments used in 

biological application (15.02.2018)
IX - Chart making of genetic crosses and 

different diagrams related to biology. 

(08.02.2018)

• Chemistry 
VI - Cross Word List (30.01.2018)
VII - Crossword Solving, Valency chart activity, 

Cations-anions activity (29.01.2018)
VIII - Practicals Atomic structure activity 

(Paper Cup activity)(06.02.2018)
IX - Periodic Table activity Bingo (08.02.2018)
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Badminton
U-14 Girls, First Place, Haveli Taluka
Sr. No. Name of the student Class
1 Suhani Joshi 6
2 Dharshani Satyanaraynan 8
3 Jiya Shetty 8
4 Dipit Sharma 8
5 Sindhu Dubey 8
Dharshani Satyanaraynan was seleted for 

Zonal Level

U-17 Boys, Second Place, Haveli Taluka
Sr. No. Name of the student Class
1 Mayank Mishra 9
2 Srathak Choudhri 9
3 Mhosin Inamdar 9
4 Prathmesh Gijre 10

Table Tennis
U-14 Girls, First Place, Pune District
Sr. No. Name of the student Class
1 Juee Deshpande 6D
2 Neha Pillai 7D
3 Sai Kanushi Kotrike 7C

U-19 Boys, Third Place, Pune District
Sr. No. Name of the student Class
1 Atharva Shelar 10B
2 Subodh Kakde 10A
3 Umar Sayyed 10C
4 Rohan Pathak 10B
5 Varun shetty 10B

Kabaddi
U-17 Boys, Second Place, Haveli Taluka
Sr. No. Name of the student Class
1 Shantanu Wagh 10B
2 Abhishek Kokade 10B
3 Aditya Satkar 10A
4 Adhiraj Kadam 10A
5 Vedant Tanpure 10A
6 Anand Hingmire 10A
7 Ronit Nanwani 9D
8 Aditya Kalbhor 9D
9 Krutarth Deshmukh 9C
10 Atharva Nimbalkar 9C 
11 Atharva Dalvi 9B 
12 Srajan Agarwal 9A

U-14 Girls, Third Place, Haveli Taluka
Sr. No. Name of the student Class
1 Drishti Kandpal 7A
2 Tanishqua Patil 7D
3 Anushka Shinde 7C
4 Srushti Kokade 7B
5 Aarya Jagtap 7B 
6 Harshita Kamthe 7A
7 Shravani Ghule 8B
8 Kanak Chavan 7B
9 Srushti Raut 7A
10 Manasvi Wadkar 7C
11 Khushi Dang 8B 
12 Rachana Gaikwad 8D

Basketball
U-17 Girls, First Place, Pune District
Sr. No. Name of the student Class
1 Anupriya Kathoalia 10B
2 Kuhu Jain 9B
3 Anushkha Pandey 9D
4 Akshata Joshi 10C
5 Vaishnavi BongIrwar 10D
6 Niharika Chalka 9A
7 Priyanshi Rawat 9A
8 Ananya Goswami 9A

Sports Achivements 2017-18
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Athletics
Boys 
Sr. No. Name of the student Class
1 Ayush Jadhav 10D
2 Ayush Jadhav 10D
3 Manan Khamershra 10B
4 Arhan Ahmad 9B
5 Aditya Kalbhor 9D
6 Aryan Nambiyar 10A
7 Ujwal Shejwal 8B

Girls 
Sr. No. Name of the student Class
1 Tejal Devshetwar 9A

Event Age Group Place
200 m Running U-17 First
100 m Hurdles First
4*100 m Relay Third
Long Jump U-14 Second

Event Age Group Place
200 m Running U-17 Third

Shooting
U-17 Boys, Third Place, Pune District
Sr. No. Name of the student Class
1 Pradyumn Gaikwad 9A

Rollball
U-14 Boys, Second Place, Haveli Taluka
Sr. No. Name of the student Class
1 Vedant Amte 8A
2 Aditya Wandakar 8B
3 Vallabh Ghule 8B
4 Chinmay Inamdar 8D
5 Jayesh Tapkir 8D
6 Aditya Patil 8B
7 Siddhant Waghmare 8A
8 Eshan Atpadkar 8C
9 Varad Jamdad 8A
10 Jaydeep Ghule 8A
11 Ojas Alkuti 8B
12 Vivek Phartale 8C

Athletics, 
AISM MAHARASHTRA
U-17 Boys, First Place, 
Maharashtra Region
Sr. No. Name of the student Class
1 Ayush Jadhav 10D

ANNUAL SPORTS DAY ‘SPOORTI 2017-18’ - Awards

Award Students Name Std./Div. House
Best Sport's Girl Shambhavi Tupe VI C Vindhya
Best Sport's Boy Aditya Deokar VI B Himalaya

Best Sport's Girl Nidhi Shilimkar VIII A Sahyadri
Best Sport's Boy Om Mhetre VIII A Vindhya

Best Sport's Girl Akansha Padule IX A Nilgiri
Best Sport's Boy Arhan Ahmad IX B Nilgiri

Sportsman of the Year Dharshini Satyanarayanan VIII C Himalaya

V-VI 

VII-VIII

IX

V-IX
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 NATIONAL SPORTS DAY 2017 - Mini Marathon Results 

Std. Gender Rank Student Name Time House Points

I Samyak Jain 3:30 Himalaya 3

II Aseem Chavan 3:36 Nilgiri 2

III Neelay Tantak 3:41 Nilgiri 1

I Sanika Kulkarni 3:58 Himalaya 3

II Maheshwari Kate 4:03 Vindhya 2

III Arya Phantagare 4:05 Himalaya 1

I Shubham Rathore 3:37 Himalaya 3

II Arush Parasakar 3:38 Nilgiri 2

III Sholk Shevte 3:54 Sahyadri 1

I Bharvi Popat 3:49 Sahyadri 3

II Swara Wagh 3:50 Himalaya 2

III Sharanya Pawar 3:51 Himalaya 1

I Ayush Nade 3:21 Nilgiri 3

II Nitya Shah 4:01 Nilgiri 2

III Aditya Deokar 4:10 Himalaya 1

I Aadishree Konde 4:10 Vindhya 3

II Shravani Gavane 4:16 Himalaya 2

III Apurva Rajput 4:17 Nilgiri 1

I Prathmesh Bhoir 6:20 Himalaya 3

II Uzair Sayyed 6:24 Vindhya 2

III Chirag Birajdar 6:27 Sahyadri 1

I Sneha Satish 7:44 Himalaya 3

II Samiksha Patil 7:46 Nilgiri 2

III Kanak Chavan 8:08 Vindhya 1

VII

Boys

Girls

VI

Boys

Girls

IV

Boys

Girls

V

Boys

Girls

I Saiprasad Patil 6:12 Himalaya 3

II Vallabh Ghule 6:20 Nilgiri 2

III Anay Ghunage 6:40 Vindhya 1

I Darshani Satyanarayanan 7:47 Himalaya 3

II Nidhi Shilimkar 7:53 Sahyadri 2

III Rasika Joshi 8:23 Nilgiri 1

I Arhan Ahmad 5:51 Nilgiri 3

II Arjun Tyagi 5:52 Nilgiri 2

III Kunal Darekar 5:53 Nilgiri 1

I Tejal Devshetwar 7:36 Vindhya 3

II Shreya Bandgar 7:37 Himalaya 2

III Manasa Marthala 8:29 Himalaya 1

III Tanvi Mehtre 6:57 Himalaya 1

I Ayush Jadhav 5:28 Himalaya 3

II Athrav Shelar 5:50 Himalaya 2

III Shrikant Bhandare 5:58 Nilgiri 1

I Tanushree Tavari 7:55 Nilgiri 3

II Anupriya Kathpaliya 8:22 Himalaya 2

II Himanshi Shrivastava 8:22 Nilgiri 2

III Bhavna Jonna 8:40 Vindhya 1

X

Boys

Girls

VIII

Boys

Girls

Girls

IX

Boys

Std. Gender Rank Student Name Time House Points


































